
 

Baby Lock Accessories & Software
Enhance Your Love of Sewing



Sewing Feet

Enhance Your Sewing with Baby Lock Accessories
Your Baby Lock machine is just what you need for endless creative opportunities. With the right accessories, 
you can do even more with your machine. Baby Lock offers a variety of feet, attachments, stabilizers, hoops 
and software to choose from. 

Before browsing this catalog, note your machine’s model number and group letter. This will help you 
determine which accessories fit your machine. Compatible model numbers and/or group letters are listed 
with the accessories.
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Adaptor   
Fits Models BLTY, BLCR, BLJY, BLAR 
This adaptor extends the mid-high shank of the machine for 
compatibility with a wider variety of optional accessory feet with 
a low shank.

(BLTY-A)

Adaptor ESE 
Fits Model ESE 
This adaptor extends the mid-high shank of the Esante (ESE) 
machine for compatibility with a wider variety of optional 
accessory feet with a low shank.

(ESA-A)

Adaptor ESE2  
Fits Models ESE2, ESG, ESG2, ESG3, ESL
This adaptor extends the mid-high shank of the machine for 
compatibility with a wider variety of optional accessory feet with a 
low shank.

 (ESE2-A) 

Adjustable Guide Foot   
Fits Group J 
For projects that require the utmost accuracy such as garment 
sewing, topstitching or piecing the perfect quilt, this foot will 
help. The built-in ruler with an adjustable guide is perfect for 
keeping your stitching precise at all times.

(BLQ2-AGF)

Bias Binder Foot    
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H, I
This incredible foot will save you hours of work on your next 
binding project. Transform raw bias strips into perfectly precise 
binding. The bias binder foot will fold, feed, flatten, and finish 
your binding for you with unbelievable accuracy – all you’ll have 
to do is pick out your favorite fabrics!

(ESG-BB) 

Bias Binder Foot - Adjustable 
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H, I 
Attach 1/4” to 3/4” wide bias binding in place with either straight 
or decorative stitches using this adjustable foot. This is the foot 
for attaching pre-packaged and pre-pressed binding. It’s capable 
of handling a variety of binding widths and decorative stitches. 

(ESG-ABB)
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Bi-Level Spring Action Guide 2mm 
Fits Group I  
Use this foot for perfect 2mm stitching from the center needle to 
the edge of the fabric. This helpful foot has a metal guide that holds 
the fabric accurately for perfect topstitching and edge stitching, 
plus a spring to level the guide and a foot for precise stitching. Use 
this foot where narrow stitching is required. 

(BLQP-SA2)

Bi-Level Spring Action Guide 5mm 
Fits Group I
Use this foot for perfect 5mm stitching from the center needle 
to the edge of the fabric. This helpful foot has a metal guide 
that holds the fabric accurately for perfect topstitching and edge 
stitching, plus a spring to level the guide and a foot for precise 
stitching. 

 (BLQP-SA5)

Bi-Level Spring Action Guide 8mm  
Fits Group I 
Use this foot for perfect 8mm stitching from the center needle 
to the edge of the fabric. This helpful foot has a metal guide 
that holds the fabric accurately for perfect topstitching and edge 
stitching, plus a spring to level the guide and a foot for precise 
stitching. 

(BLQP-SA8)

Blindhem Foot 
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
Looking for a quick, easy way to make your hems invisible? This 
foot was designed specifically for easily stitching a blindhem. You 
can also use this foot for quick edge stitching along fabric edges. 

(BL66-BLH)

Blindhem Foot 
Fits Group J
Looking for a quick, easy way to make your hems invisible? This 
foot was designed specifically for easily stitching a blindhem. You 
can also use this foot for quick edge stitching along fabric edges.

(BLQ2-BLH)

Blind Stitch Foot 
Fits Groups A, B, G and Models BL50A, BL40A, BL40 
Looking for a quick, easy way to make your hems invisible? This 
replacement foot was designed specifically for easily stitching a 
blind stitch. You can also use this foot for quick edge stitching 
along fabric edges. 
 

(BLG-BSF)
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Blind Stitch Foot with Guide 
Fits Groups A and B 
Looking for a quick, easy way to make your hems invisible? This 
foot was designed specifically for easily stitching a blind stitch and 
includes an adjustable guide for accuracy. You can also use this foot 
for quick edge stitching along fabric edges. 

(BLG-BSGF)

Braiding Foot  
Fits Group J  
Used for both couching and stitching, this braiding foot allows for 
greater flexibility in attaching braid, cord, or elastic cord.
 

(BLQ2-BF)

Braiding Foot - Adjustable  
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
Used for both couching and stitching, this braiding foot is 
adjustable, which allows for greater flexibility in the width of the 
braid, cord, ribbon, or elastic being applied. 

 (ESG-BF)

Button Fitting Foot  
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H, Excluding BL66
Easily sew buttons onto fabrics of any thickness. This pronged 
foot can be adjusted to suspend buttons over the fabric to create 
a thread shank if needed – perfect for thick coats that need extra 
thread room with strong stitches. 

(BLG-BFF) 

Button Sewing Foot 
Fits Group J
Attach 2 or 4-hole buttons to garments and other projects with 
your machine. This convenient foot holds buttons in place, allowing 
your machine to attach buttons to fabric with a sturdy zig zag stitch. 
This foot is perfect for buttons that can lay flat without much thread 
shank.

(BLQ2-BS) 

 
Button Sewing Foot 
Fits Group H
Attach 2 or 4-hole buttons to garments and other projects with 
your machine. This convenient foot holds buttons in place, allowing 
your machine to attach buttons to fabric with a sturdy zig zag stitch. 
This foot is perfect for buttons that can lay flat without much thread 
shank.

(BL-BS) 
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Buttonhole Foot
Fits Models BL22/BL23
When it comes to buttonholes, the perfect fit is key. This snap-on 
foot actually measures your button for you with a clamp system, so 
you’ll sew even-sized and precise buttonholes every time! The built-
in thread guides will even allow you to create corded buttonholes!

(BL-ABH)

Buttonhole Foot  
Fits Group J
When it comes to buttonholes, the perfect fit is key. This snap-on 
foot actually measures your button for you with a clamp system, so 
you’ll sew even-sized and precise buttonholes every time! The built-
in thread guides will even allow you to create corded buttonholes!

(BLQ2-BH)

Buttonhole Foot  
Fits Groups A, B, G (Excluding BL67, BL66, INT) 
When it comes to buttonholes, the perfect fit is key. This snap-on 
foot actually measures your button for you with a clamp system, so 
you’ll sew even-sized and precise buttonholes every time! The built-
in thread guides will even allow you to create corded buttonholes!

(BLG-BH)

Buttonhole Foot  
Fits Group D
When it comes to buttonholes, the perfect fit is key. This snap-on 
foot actually measures your button for you with a clamp system, so 
you’ll sew even-sized and precise buttonholes every time! The built-
in thread guides will even allow you to create corded buttonholes!

(BL37-BH)

Buttonhole Foot  
Fits Model BL66
When it comes to buttonholes, the perfect fit is key. This snap-on 
foot actually measures your button for you with a clamp system, so 
you’ll sew even-sized and precise buttonholes every time! The built-
in thread guides will even allow you to create corded buttonholes!

(BLH66-BH)

Buttonhole Foot - Sliding  
Fits Group H 
Create regular, 4-step and corded buttonholes with this sliding foot, 
which can be manually adjusted for the most accurate settings of 
your preference.

(BL-BH)
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Candlewicking Foot       
Fits Groups A, B, D, G
The Candlewicking Foot has a deep tunnel on the underside of 
the foot to aid in feeding over a build-up of thread when using a 
candlewicking, decorative or utility stitch that repeats over itself or 
has high density.

(BLSO-CWF)

Chenille Foot  
Fits Group J
The chenille foot is designed to stitch through layers of fabric to 
create a gorgeous textured embellishment with strips of fabric.

(BLQ2-CHF)\

Circular Sewing Attachment 
Fits Groups B, D, G
This creative machine accessory allows sewers to stitch in a circular 
pattern using any forward-feeding utility or decorative stitch. Create 
corded frames with the included Baby Lock Braiding Foot and 3-hole 
Cording Foot. 

(BL-CSA)

Cording Foot   
Fits Group J (BLQ2-CF)
Attaching decorative cords and threads is a snap. This foot eliminates 
tangling to ensure that cords lie flat and perfectly parallel to each 
other. The cording foot controls threads so both hands can guide the 
fabric. Use this foot to create decorative stitching over cording on 
single and double layers of fabric.

(BLQ2-CF)

Cording Foot - 3 Cord 
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
Attaching decorative cords and threads is a snap. This foot eliminates 
tangling to ensure that cords lie flat and perfectly parallel to each 
other. The cording foot controls threads so both hands can guide the 
fabric. Use this foot to create decorative stitching over cording on 
single and double layers of fabric. 

(BLG-CF3)

Cording Foot - 3 Cord 
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
This 3-hole cording foot makes attaching decorative cords and threads 
a snap. This foot eliminates tangling to ensure that cords lie flat and 
perfectly parallel to each other. The cording foot controls threads so 
both hands can guide the fabric. Use this foot to create decorative 
stitching over cording on single and double layers of fabric.

(ESG-CF3)
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Cording Foot - 5 Cord 
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
This 5-hole cording foot makes attaching decorative cords and threads 
a snap. This foot eliminates tangling to ensure that cords lie flat and 
perfectly parallel to each other. The cording foot controls threads so 
both hands can guide the fabric. Use this foot to create decorative 
stitching over cording on single and double layers of fabric. 

(ESG-CF5)

Cording Foot - 7 Cord 
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H (Excluding BL6800, BL6700, BL6600)

This 7-hole cording foot makes attaching decorative cords and threads 
a snap. This foot eliminates tangling to ensure that cords lie flat and 
perfectly parallel to each other. The cording foot controls threads so 
both hands can guide the fabric. Use this foot to create decorative 
stitching over cording on single and double layers of fabric. 

(ESG-CF7)

Darning Foot 
Fits Group J 
Keep fabric flat and under control while darning. This foot is great 
to use while performing stippling, meandering and thread-painting 
techniques simply and precisely.

(BLQ2-DF)

Darning Foot  
Fits Model BL66 
Keep fabric flat and under control while darning. This foot is great 
to use while performing stippling, meandering and thread-painting 
techniques simply and precisely.

(BL66-DF)

Decorative Guide Foot - 5/8” 
Fits Group J
This foot has several uses. Not only can the foot be used to sew an 
exact 5/8” seam, it also has markings to be used to sew perfect 1/8”, 
1/4”, 3/8”, and 5/8” topstitching. 

(BLQ2-EGF)

 
Decorative Tape Foot 
Fits Group J
The decorative tape foot allows you to add different types of trims 
to your projects for unique embellishments. The opening at the front 
of the foot and groove underneath the presser foot guides trims and 
ribbons through the foot with ease.

(BLQ2-DTF)
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Decorative Stitch Foot 
Fits Group J
The decorative foot has a deep tunnel on the underside of the foot. 
This aids the foot in feeding over a build-up of thread when using a 
utility or decorative stitch that repeats over itself or has high density.

(BLQ2-DSF)

Digital Dual-Feed Foot 
Fits Models BLTY, BLJY, BLCR, BLAR
The Digital Dual-Feed Foot makes it easier to achieve consistent 
stitches. Whether feeding a difficult fabric or multiple, thick layers this 
foot will keep fabric feeding evenly for complete control.

(BLTY-DDF)

Edge Joining Foot  
Fits Group J
For even-sided stitching when joining two pieces of fabric, lace 
or trim, try this edge joining foot. It is also great for narrow edge 
stitching.

(BLQ2-EJF)

Edge Joining Foot 
Fits Groups A,B,D,G,H
For even-sided stitching when joining two pieces of fabric, lace 
or trim, try this edge joining foot. It is also great for narrow edge 
stitching.

(ESG-EJF)

Embroidery Foot with LED Pointer   
Fits Models BLJY, BLTY, BLPY
This foot enables the Needle Beam to highlight the exact needle 
drop point on your machine. It is helpful for precise embroidery 
positioning and placement. 

Class 1 Laser Product (IEC60825-1:2007)

(BLTY-EF)

Embroidery Foot 
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLG3, BLG2, BLG
The embroidery foot was created as a computerized machine 
embroidery foot replacement. The built-in wiper will pull back the 
tail of your thread – perfect for detailed embroidery. If you have 
misplaced the foot included with your embroidery machine, don’t 
worry – this is the foot you need!

(BLG-EF)
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Embroidery Foot   
Fits Models BLL2, BLL, BLN, BLG (Version 3.0 or above), BLSR
The embroidery foot is available as a standard embroidery foot 
replacement. If you have misplaced the foot included with your  
Baby Lock embroidery machine, don’t worry – this is the foot you 
need.

(BLL-EF)

Embroidery Foot  
Fits Models BLR3, BLR2, BLR, BLMR, BL137A2, BL137A
The embroidery foot is available as a standard machine embroidery 
foot replacement. If you have misplaced the foot included with your 
machine, don’t worry – this is the foot you need! 

(BLR-EF)

Felling Foot
Fits Groups A,B,D,G,H,J 
This foot has a 4mm underfoot groove which is fantastic for making 
one-step, professional looking flat felled seams. This foot saves time 
and is great for garment construction, especially enclosed side seams 
on denim.
 

  (ESG-FF) 

Flex Reaction Foot
Fits Group I
This advanced foot is great for creating seams with a topstitch on 
fabrics that are difficult to feed, like silk, leather, velvet, vinyl, micro 
fibers and suede. The built-in spring keeps fabric from sliding, giving 
you great control as you stitch. 

(BLQP-FR)

Flexible Seam Guide with 1/4” Foot 
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H 
When paired with the included 1/4” foot, the Flexible Seam Guide 
helps you achieve perfect 1/4” seams. It can be adjusted to other 
widths, too, so you can always have accurate seams. The guide also 
adheres to your machine bed to prevent fabric from sliding under it.

(BLFSG)

Free-Motion Couching Foot 
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO 
Easily embellish projects with decorative yarns using the Baby Lock 
Couching Foot. The guides hold your yarn, giving your hands more 
control for free-motion sewing.

(BLSO-CCF)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Free-Motion Echo Quilting Foot 
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLG (Version 3.0 or above), 
BLG3, BLG2, BLSR, BLL2, BLSY, BLCR, BLAR, BLTY, BLJY
Give quilting patterns, appliqué designs and other items a gorgeous 
frame of echo patterns with this great foot. The built-in clear disk 
with measured guides helps to create perfect free-motion “rippling” 
effects with even spacing and accurate stitching. 

 (BLSR-FME)

Free-Motion Open Toe Quilting Foot
Fits Group G 
This foot uses a spring to ensure the lines in your free-motion 
quilting stay straight, even on fabrics of uneven thicknesses. 

(BL-FMO)

Free-Motion Open Toe Quilting Foot
Fits Group J 
This foot uses a spring to ensure the lines in your free-motion quilting 
stay straight, even on fabrics of uneven thicknesses. 

(BLQ2-FMO)

Free-Motion Open Toe Quilting Foot
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLG (Version 3.0 or above), 
BLG3, BLG2, BLSR, BLL2, BLSY, BLCR, BLAR, BLTY, BLJY
This foot offers excellent visibility while free-motion quilting. It’s great 
for decorative and zig zag stitches.

(BLSR-FMO) 

Free-Motion Quilting Foot
Fits Groups A, B 
This clear-view foot offers excellent visibility while free-motion quilting, 
and the dual marking lines allow extra precision during alignment. The 
built-in spring load will prevent flagging to keep fabric flat and under 
control – perfect for techniques that require extra precision such as 
stippling, meandering and thread painting.

(BLG-FM)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.

Free-Motion Couching Foot 
Fits Models BLTY, BLJY, BLCR, BLAR
Easily embellish projects with decorative yarns using the Baby Lock 
Couching Foot. The guides hold your yarn, giving your hands more 
control for free-motion sewing.

(BLTY-CCF)
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Free-Motion Quilting Foot
Fits Group I
The built-in viewing window of this foot offers excellent visibility and 
control. The built-in spring load prevents flagging and helps keep 
fabric flat and under control. This foot is excellent for precise stippling, 
meandering and thread painting techniques. 

(BLQP-FM)

Free-Motion Quilting Foot
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLSY, BLCR, 
BLAR, BLTY, BLJY
This foot is for free-motion stitching and supports fabric when using 
a straight stitch.

(BLSO-FMC)

Free-Motion Quilting Foot
Fits Models BLG (Version 3.0 or above), BLG3, BLG, 
BLSR, BLL2, BLL, BLSY
This foot is for free-motion stitching and supports fabric  when using 
a straight stitch.

(BLSR-FMC)

Free-Motion Transparent Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H (Excluding INT)
This clear-view foot offers excellent visibility and control. The spring 
load will prevent flagging and help keep fabric flat and under control. 
Great for performing stippling, meandering, and thread painting 
techniques simply and precisely.

(ESG-TP)

Fringe/Looping Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
Create one-of-a-kind decorative surface embellishments that look and 
feel like chenille-type textures. This is the perfect foot to easily create 
loops, fringe, and heirloom fagoting. This foot can even be used for 
making accurate pattern markings. 

(ESG-LF)

Gathering Foot 
Fits Group J 
Gather fabric with high speed and precision to create perfect 
ruffles.

(BLQ2-GF)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Gathering Foot
Fits Group I 
This foot allows you to gather fabric with high speed and precision to 
create perfect ruffles.

(BLQP-GF)

Gathering Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H (Excluding INT) 
Gather the fast and easy way with this foot. Baby Lock’s gathering 
foot simultaneously gathers and attaches ruffles to garments, pillows, 
and other home décor items in no time!

(ESG-DS)

General Purpose Foot
Fits Group I
This presser foot is perfect for all of your basic quilting needs 
using the straight stitch and other standard functions. This is a 
great accessory to have on-hand if your machine’s original foot is 
misplaced.

(BLQP-GP)

General Purpose Zig Zag Foot
Fits Group J
This presser foot is perfect for utility stitches and other standard 
functions. This is a great accessory to have on-hand if the original 
foot for your machine is misplaced.

(BLQ2-ZZ)

General Purpose Zig Zag Foot
Fits Group D & Model BL66 
This presser foot is perfect for utility stitches and other standard 
functions. This is a great accessory to have on-hand if your machine’s 
original foot is misplaced.

(BL66-ZZ)

General Purpose Zig Zag Foot
(BLG-ZZ) Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
This presser foot is perfect for utility stitches and other standard 
functions. This is a great accessory to have on-hand if your machine’s 
original foot is misplaced.

(BLG-ZZ)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Heavy Weight Foot
Fits Group I 
When sewing with thick, lofty or high-pile fabrics like fleece, sherpa 
or faux fur, it’s easy for fabric to get caught by the needle. This foot 
includes an inclined toe that gradually flattens the fabric as it feeds 
through your machine, preventing fabric from catching.

(BLQP-HW)

Hemmer Foot
Fits Group J
This hemmer foot is perfect for hems that are too small to sew by 
hand. It automatically curls under a 3mm double hem while stitching 
with either a straight stitch or a decorative Parisian hemstitch. Works 
best on blouses, gowns and other projects with lightweight fabric.

(BLQ2-HF)

Hemmer Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H, I
This hemmer foot is perfect for hems that are too small to do by 
hand. It automatically curls under a 3mm double hem while stitching 
with either a straight stitch or a decorative Parisian hemstitch. Works 
best on blouses, gowns, and other projects with lightweight fabric.

(ESG-HF)

Master Shank
Fits Group I
Open a world of new options for techniques using this innovative 
ankle with your Jane or Quilter’s Choice Professional. The master 
shank attaches to your machine, allowing you to attach and use a 
wider variety of optional snap-on feet. 

(BLQP-MB)

Monogramming Foot
Fits Group A, B, D, G, H
Make your mark with this foot. The wide open toe provides great 
visibility and a larger range of motion for your needle, making 
appliqué, wide decorative stitches and free-motion monograms easy 
to achieve.

(BL37-MF)

Monogramming Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
Make your mark with this foot and your machine. The wide open 
toe provides great visibility and a larger range of motion for your 
needle, making appliqué, wide decorative stitches and free-motion 
monograms easy to achieve.

(BLG-MF)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Open Toe Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H 
The open width and clear plastic of this foot make it perfect for 
projects that require visibility and stability, such as appliqué, 
surface embellishments, and stitching around intricate areas with 
decorative stitches. It even has a larger groove on the underside to 
accommodate thicker stitches and decorative threads. 

(BL66-OT)

Open Toe Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H 
The open toe foot is the perfect foot for sewing appliqués or 
stitching around intricate areas. This foot has a larger groove cut out 
of the underside to accommodate thicker stitches and decorative 
threads. 

(BLSY-OT)

Open Toe Foot
Fits Group J 
The open width of this foot makes it perfect for projects that require 
visibility and stability such as appliqué, surface embellishments, and 
stitching around intricate areas with decorative stitches.

(BLQ2-OT)

Open Toe Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H 
The open width and clear plastic of this foot make it perfect for 
projects that require visibility and stability, such as appliqué, 
surface embellishments, and stitching around intricate areas with 
decorative stitches. It even has a larger groove on the underside to 
accommodate thicker stitches and decorative threads.

(ESG-OT)

Open Toe Hopping Foot
Fits Models BLCJ18, BLJ18, BLTR16 
With an open toe foot you will have a better view of each stitch. This 
foot will give you confidence while attempting more precise quilting 
techniques.

(BLTR16-OT)

Open Toe Sole for Digital Dual-Feed Foot
Fits Models BLTY, BLJY, BLCR, BLAR
Use the Open Toe Sole with your Digital Dual-Feed Foot for better 
visibility while sewing. It’s helpful when sewing tight spaces or 
decorative stitches.

(BLTY-OTDF)
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Overcasting Foot
Fits Group J
This foot delivers a consistent and accurate overcasting stitch for a 
serged effect using your sewing machine. Thread is locked around 
the edge of the fabric and aligned with the edge to prevent fabric 
from raveling.

(BLQ2-OT)

Overcasting Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
This foot delivers a consistent and accurate overcasting stitch for a 
serged effect using your sewing machine. Thread is locked around 
the edge of fabric and aligned with the edge, to prevent fabric from 
raveling. 

(BL66-OF)

Overcasting Foot
Fits Groups A, B
This foot delivers a consistent and accurate overcasting stitch for a 
serged effect using your sewing machine. Thread is locked around 
the edge of fabric and aligned with the edge, to prevent fabric from 
raveling. 

(BLG-OF)

Pearl and Piping Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
Pearls and piping are just the beginning - you’ll have many creative 
options for surface embellishments that can be applied with ease and 
speed. Attach beads up to 4mm, make and apply piping up to 1/4” 
in diameter, and even attach cording. 

(ESG-PP)

Pintuck Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
Pintucks are a beautiful way to add texture to a classic heirloom or 
everyday garment. The five grooves on this foot allow for perfect 
spacing with professional results. This foot allows for precision 
pintucking when making corded and hollow tucks, as well as parallel 
and curved forms.

(ESG-PF)

1/4” Quilting Foot
(BLQP-QF) Fits Group I
You can sew an exact 1/4” seam when piecing or create perfect 1/4” 
or 1/8” topstitching. This foot also features raised markings along the 
sides of the foot for easy and flawless pivoting. 

(BLQP-QF)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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1/4” Quilting Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G 
The Baby Lock ¼” Quilting or Patchwork Foot has several uses. Not 
only can the foot be used to sew an exact ¼” seam for piecing a quilt, 
it can also be used to sew perfect ¼” topstitching. The locking pin 
assures you can sew over uneven fabric layers.

(BLSO-QF)

1/4” Quilting Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
You can sew an exact 1/4” seam when piecing or create perfect 1/4” 
or 1/8” topstitching. This foot also features raised markings along the 
sides of the foot for easy and flawless pivoting.

(BL66-QF)

1/4” Quilting Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
You can sew an exact 1/4” seam when piecing or create perfect 1/4” 
or 1/8” topstitching. This foot also features raised markings along the 
sides of the foot for easy and flawless pivoting. 

(BL37-QF)

1/4” Quilting Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
You can sew an exact 1/4” seam when piecing or create perfect 1/4” 
or 1/8” topstitching. This foot also features raised markings along the 
sides of the foot for easy and flawless pivoting.

(ESG-QF)

1/4” Quilting Foot
Fits Group J
You can sew an exact 1/4” seam when piecing or create perfect 1/4” 
or 1/8” topstitching. This foot also features raised markings along the 
sides of the foot for easy and flawless pivoting.

(BLQ2-QFQ)

1/4” Quilting Foot with Guide
Fits Group J
This foot is designed to help you achieve perfect 1/4” seams when 
piecing. Simply align the fabric edge next to the guide. The distance 
between the needle and the right guide is a true 1/4”. The 1/4” foot 
with a guide is also perfect for 1/4” or 1/8” topstitching from an edge.

(BLQ2-QGF)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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1/4” Quilting Foot with Guide
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
Eliminate swerving by running your fabric alongside the included 
guide. This foot ensures an exact 1/4” seam when piecing a quilt or a 
perfect 1/4” topstitch.

(ESG-QGF)

1/4” Quilting Foot with Guide
Fits Groups A, B, D, G
The Baby Lock ¼” Foot with Guide is an excellent addition for any 
sewer who wants to have perfect ¼” seams or topstitching. Run fabric 
along the guide to avoid swerving, and use the locking pin to sew with 
uneven fabric layers.

(BLSO-QGF)

Mini Piping Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G
Piping can be made for finishing detail on projects ranging from 
home decorating to the finest heirloom garments. This piping foot 
accommodates a 2mm piping cord perfect for infant wear and doll 
clothes. The foot size is perfect for small areas and tight corners, and 
the clear view allows you to see exactly where you are stitching for 
precise placement.

(BLSO-MP)

Piping Foot-Left
Fits Groups A, B, D, G
Piping can be made for finishing detail on projects ranging from 
home decorating to the finest heirloom garments. This piping foot 
accommodates a 2mm piping cord. The clear view allows you to see 
exactly where you are stitching for perfect placement. The left position 
groove and markings on the foot allow for piping cord to be properly 
placed for a 3/8” seam allowance.

(BLSO-LP)

Quilting Bar
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, I
This quilting bar is great for guiding exact rows of topstitching. 
Adjust the bar for the width that you need. This guide bar works 
wonderfully with the walking foot.

(ESG-QB)

Quilting Guide
Fits Groups A, B
This convenient quilting guide is great for aligning exact rows of 
parallel topstitching that are equally spaced. This quilting guide can 
also be used with the walking foot. 

(BLG-QG)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Ruffling Foot
Fits Groups A, B, G, & Model BL40 
(Excludes ESL, ESP & INT BLTY, BLJY, BLCR, BLAR)

Easily make and attach ruffles as well as finish your edge in one 
simple step. Add perfectly spaced ruffles to garments, pillows, and 
other home décor items. This ruffling foot works on all fabric types. 
 

(SA122)

Satin Stitch Foot
Fits Group J
Use the satin stitch foot for satin stitching and sewing decorative 
stitches. This foot has a full indentation on the underside to allow for 
sewing over the thickness of the stitches formed closely with spaced 
zig zag stitches. It also allows for even feeding of the fabric.

(BLQ2-SSF)

Seam Guide
Fits Group I 
Attach this adjustable seam guide to the throat plate of your machine 
to achieve precise seams. Simply run your fabric along the guide 
edge for perfect seam allowances every time. 

(BLQP-SG)

Seam Guide
Fits Groups A, B, C & Model BL40 (Excludes BL67, BL66, 
ESL, ESP & INT)
Attach this adjustable seam guide to the throat plate of your machine 
to achieve precise seams. Simply run your fabric along the guide 
edge for perfect seam allowances every time. It is capable of sewing 
seams from 5/8” to 1/4”.  

(BLG-SG)

Roller Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H, I
This efficient roller foot is great for controlling materials that are 
difficult to feed, such as silk, leather, velvet, vinyl, micro fibers, and 
suede. The textured rollers help move the foot freely across various 
fabric thicknesses without any damage or impressions. 

(ESG-RF)

Rolled Hem Foot
Fits Group I
This foot is perfect for hems that are too small to sew by hand. It 
automatically curves under a 3mm double hem while stitching with a 
straight stitch. This foot includes a built-in shank and works best on 
blouses, gowns, and other projects with lightweight fabric. 

(BLQP-RH)
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Side Cutter Foot
Fits Groups A, B, G (Excludes BL67 & BL66)

To simulate a serged stitch on a sewing machine, nothing comes 
closer than the side cutter foot. Easily sew an overcasting stitch to 
lock thread around the edge of fabric, perfectly aligned with the 
edge. This convenient foot even trims raw edges with the built-in 
knife blade. 

(BLG-SCF)

Stitch Guide Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
For projects that require the utmost accuracy, such as garments, 
topstitching or piecing while quilting, this foot will help. The built-in 
ruler is perfect for keeping your measurements precise at all times. 

(BLG-SGF)

Stitch-in-the-Ditch Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G
The stitch-in-the-ditch foot helps deliver perfect stitching in the 
pieced seam ditches on your quilt or in the seams of any project. 

(BLSO-SDF)

Stitch-in-the-Ditch Foot
Fits Group J
The stitch-in-the-ditch foot is created to work with the PDQ feature on 
the Serenade, Quest Plus and Quest. It delivers perfect stitching in the 
pieced seam ditches on your quilt or in the seams of any project.

(BLQ2-SDF)

Straight Stitch Foot
(BLG-SS) Fits Group B
If you want to reduce puckering on lightweight fabrics and prevent 
delicate fabrics from “jumping” and shifting, this foot is for you. The 
small opening on the foot provides support as the needle travels 
through the fabric, preventing flagging.

(BLG-SS)

Straight Stitch Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
If you want to reduce puckering on lightweight fabrics and prevent 
delicate fabrics from “jumping” and shifting, this foot is for you. The 
small opening on the foot provides support as the needle travels 
through the fabric, preventing flagging. The center needle position 
leaves no guesswork.

(ESG-SSL)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Teflon Coated Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
Use this non-stick foot to easily feed fabrics that tend to stick to 
ordinary feet. It is perfect for creating straight and decorative stitches 
on leather, plastic, vinyl, suede, and other demanding fabrics.

(ESG-TF)

Vertical Stitch Alignment Foot
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO 
For precision and accuracy on topstitching hems, use the Vertical 
Stitch Alignment foot in combination with the edge sewing function 
to maintain a fixed distance from the edge of the fabric.

(BLSO-VF)

Very Narrow Foot
Fits Group I
The name says it all - attach thick and bulky trims or beading to tight 
areas with a close, precise stitch. Leave little to no space in between 
cords and trims – this little foot can create virtually the tiniest of seam 
allowances. 

(BLQP-VN)

Walking Foot
Fits Group I
This foot has a set of feed dogs to help feed multiple layers evenly 
without shifting. The walking foot is wonderful when quilting or for 
fabrics that stretch or slip easily, such as velvet and corduroy. You 
won’t believe how helpful this foot is for matching plaids and other 
difficult patterns perfectly. 

(BLQP-WF)

Walking Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
This foot has a set of feed dogs to help feed multiple layers evenly 
without shifting. The walking foot is wonderful when quilting or for 
fabrics that stretch or slip easily, such as velvet and corduroy. You 
won’t believe how helpful this foot is for matching plaids and other 
difficult patterns perfectly. 

(BLG-WF)

Walking Foot Deluxe - High Shank
Fits Group A 
It’s perfect for projects that require greater precision, such as 
quilting and garment construction. This exclusive foot includes feed 
dogs that control and guide multiple layers evenly. It includes two 
interchangeable soles for variety and excellent visibility, as well as 
two quilting bars to guide your topstitching in either direction.

(BLDW-H)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Walking Foot Deluxe - Low Shank
Fits Groups B, D, G, H
It’s perfect for projects that require greater precision, such as 
quilting and garment construction. This exclusive foot includes feed 
dogs that control and guide multiple layers evenly. It includes two 
interchangeable soles for variety and excellent visibility, as well as two 
quilting bars to guide your topstitching in either direction.

(BLDW-L)

Zipper Foot
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H, I
This is the best sewing foot for inserting zippers, snap tape, and more. 
The toe of the foot is narrow for more visibility and precision. Adjust 
the needle to either the right or left to sew both sides of your zipper 
easily. You can also use it to attach piping or decorative cording. 

(BLG-WZF)

Zipper Foot
Fits Group I
This is the best sewing foot for inserting zippers, snap tape, and 
more. The toe of the foot is narrow for more visibility and precision. 
Adjust the foot to either the right or left to sew both sides of your 
zipper easily. You can also use it to attach piping or decorative 
cording. 

(BLQP-ZF)

Zipper Foot 
Fits Group J
This is the best sewing foot for inserting zippers, snap tape and more. 
Adjust the needle to either the right or left to sew both sides of your 
zipper easily.

(BLQ2-ZF)

Zipper Foot - Invisible
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
For truly invisible zippers with a professional appearance, this is the 
right foot to use. The zipper coils actually act as the guide for this 
foot, allowing for perfectly positioned stitches that won’t show on 
the front of your garment.  

(ESG-IZF)

Zipper Foot - Invisible 
Fits Group I
For truly invisible zippers with a professional appearance, this is the 
right foot to use. The zipper coils actually act as the guide for this 
foot, allowing for perfectly positioned stitches that won’t show on the 
front of your garment.  

(BLQP-IZF)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Zipper/Piping Adjustable Foot
Fits Group G and  Models BLSR & BL40
This is the best sewing foot for inserting zippers, snap tape, and more. 
The toe of the foot is narrow for more visibility and precision. Adjust 
the needle to either the right or left to sew both sides of your zipper 
easily. You can also use it to attach piping or decorative cording. 

(BLG-AZF)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.

Zipper Foot - Right
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H, I
This is the best sewing foot for inserting zippers, snap tape, and 
more. The toe of the foot is narrow for more visibility and precision. 
You can also use it to attach piping or decorative cording.  

(BL-ZF)

Ellisimo Feet Kit
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLG3, BLG2, BLG
This kit for your Baby Lock Ellisimo or Ellegante includes additional 
feet to help you expand your creative options. These 21 feet come 
in a convenient carrying case. Kit includes:

(BLGFTKIT)

   Transparent Foot

   Foot

   Foot

   with Guide

   Low Shank w/ 2 Guides

Zipper Foot - Narrow
Fits Groups A, B, G (Not for ESI/ESI2)
This is the best sewing foot for inserting zippers, snap tape, and more. 
The toe of the foot is narrow for more visibility and precision. Adjust 
the needle to either the right or left to sew both sides of your zipper 
easily. You can also use it to attach piping or decorative cording. 

(ESG-ZF)
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Adaptor Plate and Stylus Holder
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Used with the Crown Jewel longarm machine and quilt pattern 
boards, this accessory attaches the stylus to your machine. Requires 
Stylus. (BLJ18-ST). 

(BLJ18-SA)

Channel Lock
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
The channel lock attaches onto the front wheel of the Crown Jewel 
machine to enable the machine to make a continuous straight 
horizontal line. The purpose of the channel lock is to allow for easy 
stitching of horizontal straight lines across your quilt. 

(BLJ18-CL)

Micro Handles 
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Effortlessly control the motion of the Crown Jewel from the side of 
the machine that you prefer with the comfort-grip handles. 

(BLJ18-MH)

(BLQM)Momentum Frame
Enjoy accurate, more efficient quilting when you use the Baby Lock 
Momentum quilt frame. This unique frame moves with you as you quilt 
to give you up to six inches of extra space. The bulk of your quilt will 
move out of the way making it easier to stitch continuous designs and 
finish your quilt. This patent-pending gliding system is only available 
through Baby Lock.

The Momentum can be set up as a 5’ or 10’ frame. The entire frame 
is made of steel tubing, and the legs are adjustable so you can always 
quilt comfortably on a secure surface. 

Momentum Frame 2’ Extension (Not Shown)           (BLQM-EXT)

(BLQF-EXT)

(BLQF)

Pearl Frame 2’ Extension
(Not Shown) The 2’ extension allows the frame to be adjusted 
and set at 5’, 7’, 10’, and 12’.

Pearl Frame
From its height-adjustable legs to the simple assembly and snap-in 
rail system, the Pearl Frame is the perfect accompaniment to the 
Crown Jewel. The work area is also adjustable–quilters can work 
with a 5-foot work space or increase it to 10 feet for larger projects. 
Plus, the Pearl frame is made entirely of solid-steel tubing, providing 
maximum support for all quilting projects.

Quilting Accessories

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Quilting Accessories
Pro-Stitcher Quilting Software System
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18
You’ll love the show-level precision and quality you can achieve 
with the Baby Lock Pro-Stitcher Quilting Software.  No extra PC 
is required; Pro-Stitcher comes with its own. Create quilt designs 
with various customization options. Merge, duplicate, crop and 
fit designs in multi-point shapes. Even create unique pantograph 
designs by wrapping and staggering a continuous pattern.  Plus, the 
built-in Art & Stitch program lets you edit and create custom quilt 
patterns. When you’re ready to switch back to free-motion quilting, 
it’s easy to disengage Pro-Stitcher quilting software.

(BLPS3)

Quilter’s Creative Touch Software 
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18
If you love QuiltMotion Software and want to do more, upgrade to 
Quilter’s Creative Touch Software.  Now you can quickly create an 
overall quilt pattern and quilt it with ease. The software guides you 
on where to start, when to roll the fabric, and more. Plus, split large 
patterns you love and import TrueType fonts for use on any project. 
All the ease and functionality of the original QuiltMotion system, 
including the original 300 built-in designs, is also in Quilter’s Creative 
Touch Software.

   Windows 7 or 8 operating system

(BLCJ18-QCT)

QuiltMotion Software
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Take your quilting to the next level with the QuiltMotion software, 
designed specifically for the Baby Lock Crown Jewel and Jewel. 
Choose, edit or even create quilt motifs on your PC, then transfer 
your patterns to the machine and hardware for automatic quilting 
with flawless placement.

(BLJ18-QM)

Baby Lock Leader Cloth
Save time securing your fabric to your Frame with Baby Lock Leader 
Cloths. Made specifically with ease and convenience in mind, these 
leader cloths are large enough for projects of any size. Includes: 
Three hemmed King-Size (112”) printed leader cloths.

(BLQL)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Grace Start-Right Cloth Leaders
A time-saving product for accurately installing 
your fabric layers to your quilting frame. 
Includes: Three hemmed King-Size (112”) printed cloth leaders, and 
Start-Right cloth leaders to help you manage your quilt from start to 
finish. Also comes with a free Velcro attachment kit.

(GFCL) 112” or 
(GFCL-12) 136”

Horizontal Spool Pin
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18, BLJ18, 
BLTR16-2 and BLTR16
This optional Horizontal Spool Pin is available for use with metallic 
and specialty threads wound on a spool (not a cone). 

(BLJ18-HS)

LED Cluster Lights
(Package of 2)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Each cluster includes 3 LED lights for the Crown Jewel and Jewel 
longarm machines. Add up to 10 clusters for the utmost illumination 
or replace your current clusters. 

(BLJ18-L)

Quilt Pattern Board - 2” Clam
(Package of 2)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Create 9 rows of 2” clamshells with exact placement. Combine both 
boards for continuous stitching. Requires the Crown Jewel Stylus and 
Stylus Holder. 

(BLJ-PB4)

Quilt Pattern Board - 3” Clam
(Package of 2) 
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Create 4 rows of 3” clamshells with exact placement. Combine both 
boards for continuous stitching. Requires the Crown Jewel Stylus and 
Stylus Holder. 

(BLJ-PB3)

Quilt Pattern Board - 3 Wreaths
(Package of 1)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Choose from 3 sizes of gorgeous wreaths on one board for 6”, 8” 
and 10” quilt blocks. Requires the Crown Jewel Stylus and Stylus 
Holder. 

(BLJ-PB12)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Quilt Pattern Board - 2” Crosshatch
(Package of 2)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Quilt perfect 2” squares in every row of the popular crosshatch 
pattern with ease. Combine both boards for continuous stitching. 
Requires the Crown Jewel Stylus and Stylus Holder. 

(BLJ-PB5)

Quilt Pattern Board - Colonial Wreaths
(Package of 1)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Choose from 2 Colonial Wreaths for 8” or 12” blocks. Requires the 
Crown Jewel Stylus and Stylus Holder. 

(BLJ-PB14)

Quilt Pattern Board - Feather
(Package of 2)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Effortlessly achieve the classic feather pattern. Combine both boards 
for continuous stitching. Requires the Crown Jewel Stylus and Stylus 
Holder.

(BLJ-PB10)

Quilt Pattern Board - Feather Corner
(Package of 1)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Create rounded feather corners with ease – a perfect match to the 
feather pattern board. Requires the Crown Jewel Stylus and Stylus 
Holder. 

(BLJ-PB11)

 
Quilt Pattern Board - Modified Baptist Fan
(Package of 2)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
A modified version of the classic Baptist Fan pattern. Combine both 
boards for continuous stitching. Requires the Crown Jewel Stylus and 
Stylus Holder. 

(BLJ-PB2)

Quilt Pattern Board - Random Stars
(Package of 2)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Your quilts are sure to sparkle when you add this detailed star pattern. 
Combine both boards for continuous stitching. Requires the Crown 
Jewel Stylus and Stylus Holder.  

(BLJ-PB8)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Quilt Pattern Board - Orange Peels
(Package of 2)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Add complex texture effortlessly with this pattern – a perfect 
complement to Orange Peel blocks. Combine both boards for 
continuous stitching. Requires the Crown Jewel Stylus and Stylus 
Holder.  

(BLJ-PB6)

Quilt Pattern Board - Spiral/Rose/Heart
(Package of 1)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Choose from a variety of fun elements to add to your quilt blocks, 
including a romantic rose or feathered heart. Requires the Crown 
Jewel Stylus and Stylus Holder. 

(BLJ-PB13)

Quilt Pattern Board - Swirls
(Package of 2)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Add incredible texture to your quilts using this whimsical pattern. 
Combine both boards for continuous stitching. Requires the Crown 
Jewel Stylus and Stylus Holder. 

(BLJ-PB1)

Quilt Pattern Board - Trees
(Package of 2)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Perfect for holiday quilts or any quilt that needs an evergreen touch. 
Combine both boards for continuous stitching. Requires the Crown 
Jewel Stylus and Stylus Holder. 

(BLJ-PB9)

Quilt Pattern Board - Vines and Ivy
(Package of 2)
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Add gorgeous natural elements to any quilt. Use one half for a single 
vine or both for an easy mirrored effect. Combine both boards for 
continuous stitching. Requires the Crown Jewel Stylus and Stylus 
Holder. 

(BLJ-PB7)

Ruler Base
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Use this accessory to extend the base of your machine for use with 
rulers, guides and templates.

(BLJ18-RB)

Quilting Accessories

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Stylus
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
This attachment allows you to maneuver through grooves and easily 
follow the quilt pattern boards used with the Crown Jewel and Jewel 
longarm machines. Requires the Adaptor Plate and Stylus Holder.

(BLJ18-ST)

Crown Jewel Essentials Kit  
Fits Models BLCJ18-2, BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Enhance your Crown Jewel experience with these useful accessories.  
This kit includes a Wave Edge Ruler, needles, scissors, a book of 501 
quilting motifs, a Sew at Home class and more!

(BLCJ-B)

Quilter’s Essentials Kit  
Fits Groups A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J
Use these helpful accessories to start your next quilt. With this kit 
you’ll receive free-motion gloves, Sew-Slip, Eleanor Burns’ “Braid in a 
Day” book, needles and thread.

(BLQ-B)

Tiara Essentials Kit 
Fits Models BLTR16-2, BLTR16
Start in the right direction with these accessories for your Baby Lock 
Tiara. This kit includes free-motion gloves, two quilting books, and 
other helpful longarm quilting notions.

(BLTR-B)

Tiara Studio from Koala  
Fits Models BLTR16-2, BLTR16
Create the quilting suite of your dreams with the Baby Lock Tiara 
Studio. Built in America by Koala Studios, it is the perfect home for 
your Baby Lock Tiara longarm quilting machine. The beautiful finish 
of this quilting table will complement your other furniture and home 
décor. The beveled edges and rounded corners prevent fabric snags.

Available colors:

(See your retailer for color options)

Quilting AccessoriesQuilting Accessories

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Quilting Accessories

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.

Tiara Table Overlay  
Fits Models BLTR16-2, BLTR16
Use the optional table overlay to prevent fabric from sticking during 
free-motion quilting. Pair the Table Overlay with the TruStitch Stitch 
Regulator to glide your fabric through consistent, even stitching. 

(BLTR16-O)

Tiara TruStitch™ Stitch Regulator  
Fits Models BLTR16-2, BLTR16
Enjoy free-motion quilting at a comfortable pace with the TruStitch 
Stitch Regulator. The automated regulator helps you achieve evenly 
spaced, consistent stitches every time. Plus, while in use, you still have 
full view of your quilt—TruStitch remains out of the way. This easy-to-
use stitch regulator is helpful for quilters of all skill levels.

(BLTRTS)

TruStitch™ Stitch Regulator  
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLTY, BLJY, BLG3, 
BLL2, BLN, BLCR, BLAR, BLSY
Enjoy free-motion quilting at a comfortable pace with the TruStitch™ 
Stitch Regulator. The automated regulator helps you achieve evenly 
spaced consistent stitches every time. The easy-to-use stitch regulator 
is helpful for quilters of all skill levels. 

(BLTS)

TruGlide™ Overlay  
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLTY, BLG3, BLL2, BLN, 
BLCR, BLAR, BLSY, BLJY
Use the TruGlide Overlay to easily move your fabric during free-
motion quilting. It clings directly to your machine bed with minimal 
effort. Simply stick it on and glide your fabric through every stitch. 
Pair TruGlide with the TruStitch™ Stitch Regulator for smooth quilting 
at your preferred pace. This easy-to-use, product is useful for sewing 
enthusiasts of all skill levels who want to master stitch regulation.

(BLTS-O)

Tiara 18” Quilting Table Extension  
Fits Models BLTR16-2, BLTR16
The optional quilting extension table gives you an additional  
18 inches of space to accommodate even larger projects. 

(BLTR16-E)
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Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.

TruGrip™  
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLTY, BLG3, BLL2, BLN, 
BLCR, BLAR, BLSY, BLJY
This free-motion tool will help you achieve professional results. It’s 
made to work with your Baby Lock TruStitchTM Stitch Regulator so you 
can easily achieve evenly spaced, consistent stitches.

(BLTG)

Embroidery Positioning Stickers
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BNT10L
Your machine recognizes these embroidery positioning stickers so 
you know exactly where your designs will stitch.

(BLSO-EPS)

Ellisimo Embroidery Shield
Fits Models BLSO, BLSOG, BLSOG2
Protect your embroidery machine from scratches with this 
embroidery shield. Your machine’s surface will remain undamaged 
from embroidery hoops, scissors and other sewing tools that can 
mark your machine.

(BLSO-ES)

Embroidery Shield
Fits Models BLTY, BLJY, BLPY
Protect your embroidery machine from scratches with this 
embroidery shield. Your machine’s surface will remain undamaged 
from embroidery hoops, scissors and other sewing tools that can 
mark your machine.

(BNTY-ES)
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Baby Lock Multi-Function Foot Control
Fits Models BLTY, BLCR, BLJY, BLAR
Make sewing easier with the Baby Lock Multi-Function Foot Control. 
Start and stop your sewing with the main foot control, and program 
two additional functions with the heel tap feature and side pedal.

(BL-MFC)

 
and reduction capabilities

 
design previews

  
for more clarity

Ellisimo Embroidery and Sewing Upgrade Kit I  
Fits Model BLSO
Current Ellisimo owners can take their inspiration even further with  
this exciting upgrade.

(BLSO-U)

Ellisimo Embroidery and Sewing Upgrade Kit II  
Fits Model BLSO
This kit includes features that are sure to inspire your creative  
side, and help turn your Ellisimo to Gold.

(BLSO-U2)

Features included:
 

array of thread color combinations 

drawn or traced designs, sign projects, or capture the art of a 
loved one 

Ellisimo Gold & Ellisimo Continuous  
Border Hoop Embroidery Upgrade III 
Fits Models BLSOG and BLSO
With the Large Continuous Border Hoop Embroidery Upgrade III, 
you can easily work with the NeedleCam Digital Camera to create 
intricate borders. 

Also included:

(BLSO-BF2)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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in the chart on the inside cover.
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Ellisimo Gold & Ellisimo Embroidery Upgrade IV 
Fits Models BLSOG and BLSO
The Ellisimo Upgrade IV will keep your Ellisimo up to date with the 
latest in sewing technology. New features powered by Baby Lock IQ 
Technology give you more creative freedom. You’ll enjoy flexibility for 
all types of projects, from large quilts to garments. 

Upgrade Includes:

(BLSOG-U4)

4” x 7” Continuous Border Hoop & Grid 
Fits Models BLSOG, BLSO, BLG3
Easily embroider continuous designs by gliding fabric through the
hoop, ensuring design precision and effortless rehooping. 
A 100mm x 180mm (4” x 7”) area can be embroidered with each 
rehooping.

(BLSO-BF)

4” x 12” Continuous Border Hoop & Grid 
Fits Models BLTY, BLPY
The larger 4” x 12” (100mm x 300mm) border hoop allows you to 
use larger border designs and accommodates multiple repeats of 
smaller designs. You can embroider borders faster with less time 
spent hooping the fabric.

(BLMA-CBH)

Ellegante Embroidery and Quilting 
Upgrade Package
Fits Model BLG 
Add even more features to Baby Lock’s already advanced sewing and 
embroidery machine, the Ellegante. The Ellegante Embroidery and 
Quilting Upgrade Package (Version 3.0) is full of innovative features 
and new quilting feet.  

 Em
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See Machine Model and Group Chart for compatible  
accessories for your machine.
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Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.

Ellegante Upgrade II Package
Fits Models BLG2 and BLG
Current Ellegante owners and Ellegante2 owners can expand the 
options of their machine even further with the Ellegante 
Upgrade II (Version 4.0). It has a continuous border hoop and 
gives your Ellegante more embroidery features.

(BLG2-U)

Embroidery Card Reader
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9, 
BMP8, BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLTY, BLJY, BLPY
This convenient embroidery card reader attaches to the Baby Lock 
embroidery machines via USB port.

(BLECR)

10-Spool Thread Stand
Fits Models BLG3, BLG2, BLG, BLL2, BLL, BLN
Make embroidery even easier with the embroidery thread stand. 
Place 10 spools of thread to make embroidering any design more 
convenient. One by one, all your threads will be ready to embroider.

(BLG-TS)

10-Spool Thread Stand
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLTY, BLJY, BLPY, 
BLCR, BLAR  
Make embroidery even easier with the embroidery thread stand. 
Place 10 spools of thread to make embroidering any design more 
convenient. One by one, all your threads will be ready to embroider.

(BLMA-TS)

3-Spool Specialty Thread Tower
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO,  BLG3, 
BLG2, BLG, BLL2,  BLL, BLN, BLSY, BLSR
The 3-spool tower helps to eliminate tangling, twisting, and  
breakage when using specialty threads by lessening tension as the 
thread feeds through a machine. This tower also makes it easier to 
use double and triple needles.

(BL-ATT2)
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Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.

2-Spool Sewing & Embroidery  
Thread Stand
Fits Models BLG3, BLG2, BLG, BLL2, BLL, BLN
The Baby Lock Sewing and Embroidery Thread Stand will make your 
sewing, embroidery, and quilting easier than ever. It can accommodate 
larger spools and pre-load a color change.

(BLG-STS)

2-Spool Sewing & Embroidery 
Thread Stand
Fits Models BLTY, BLJY, BLPY, BLCR, BLAR
The Baby Lock Sewing and Embroidery Thread Stand will make your 
sewing, embroidery, and quilting easier than ever. It can accommodate 
larger spools and pre-load a color change.

(BLMA-STS)

USB Flash Drive
Plug your favorite designs into your Baby Lock embroidery machine 
with type A USB connectivity. This optional external USB flash drive 
lets you read and write designs for easy portability, and because it’s 
a Baby Lock exclusive it will work perfectly with your embroidery 
machine.  

(BL-1GBFD)

Advanced Driver Set
Fits Groups A, B, D, G, H
The screwdriver set is specifically designed to make switching presser 
feet easier, even with just one hand. The needle plate screwdriver 
lets you easily remove the needle plate. Each screwdriver features a 
non-slip grip. Compatible with most home sewing and embroidery 
machines.

(BLADS)

Limited Edition Tool Set
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLG3, BLG2, BLG, 
BLL2, BLL, BLN, BLR3, BLR2, BLR, BL137A2, BL137A
You’ll have everything you need to adjust your presser feet, needle 
plate, and embroidery hoop with this special tool kit. The screwdrivers 
have a convenient non-slip grip to make using them easy. This kit also 
comes with a pair of snips to cut stray threads and clean up every 
project.

(BL-TSLE)
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Hoop Screwdriver
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND92, BND9, BMP9, 
BMP8, BMP6, EMP6, BLSOG, BLSO, BLG3, BLG2, BLG, BLTY, BLL2, 
BLL, BLPY, BLN, BLR3, BLR2, BLR, BL137A2
Specifically designed to make adjusting the embroidery hoop easy, 
this screwdriver with non-slip grip, cradles the adjustment screw of 
your embroidery hoop allowing you to quickly tighten or loosen your 
frame.

(BLHSD)

Essentials Kit 

 
of Robison-Anton Polyester  
Embroidery Thread

Bobbins  

 
6 Pack

 
(20” x 10 yds)
- Hydro Melt Topping  
- Tear-Away Firm  
-  No-Show Mesh  
- Dissolve-Away Mesh  

(BBAK2)
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND-9, BMP9, 
BMP8, BMP6, EMP6

Use your mutli-needle machine right away with this comprehensive kit!

1” x 2-1/2” Embroidery Hoop and Grid
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLSY, BLTY, BLG3, 
BLG2, BLG, BLL2, BLL, BLN, BLPY
Small embroidery projects such as clothing, cuffs and polos require a 
small hoop for the best stability. For these, use the 1”x 2-1/2” (20mm x 
60mm) hoop. There’s also a grid to help you precisely align your designs. 
This hoop is specifically made for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits 
perfectly and is recognized by machine sensors (on machines with this 
feature).

(EF73)

1” x 2-1/2” Embroidery Hoop and Grid
Fits Models BLR3, BLR2, BLR, BLMR
Small embroidery projects such as children’s clothing, cuffs and polos 
require a small hoop for the best stability. For these, use the 1”x 
2-1/2” (20mm x 60mm) hoop. There’s also a grid to help you precisely 
align your designs. This hoop is specifically made for your Baby Lock 
machine, so it fits perfectly.

(EF82)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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1” x 2-1/2” Embroidery Hoop
Fits Models BL137A2, BL137A, INT
Small embroidery projects such as children’s clothing, cuffs and  
polos require a small hoop for the best stability. For these, use the  
1” x 2-1/2” (20mm x 60mm) hoop. There’s also a grid to help you 
precisely align your designs. This hoop is specifically made for your 
Baby Lock machine, so it fits perfectly.

(EF61)

4” x 4” Embroidery Hoop and Grid
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLTY, BLJY, BLG3, 
BLG2, BLG, BLL2, BLL, BLN, BLPY
Many embroidery designs fit perfectly in a 4”x 4” (100mm x 100mm) 
hoop. This is the size for many popular apparel projects. There’s also a 
grid to help you precisely align your designs. This hoop is specifically 
made for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits perfectly and is recognized 
by machine sensors (on machines with this feature).

(EF74)

4” x 4” Embroidery Hoop and Grid 
Fits Models BLR3, BLR2, BLR, BLMR
Many embroidery designs fit perfectly in a 4”x 4” (100mm x 100mm) 
hoop. This is a great size for many popular home décor and apparel 
projects. There’s also a grid to help you precisely align your designs. 
This hoop is specifically made for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits 
perfectly.

(EF83)

4” x 4” Embroidery Hoop
Fits Models BL137A2, BL137A, INT
Many embroidery designs fit perfectly in a 4”x 4” (100mm x 100mm) 
hoop. This is a great size for many popular home décor and apparel 
projects. There’s also a grid to help you precisely align your designs. 
This hoop is specifically made for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits 
perfectly.

(EF62)

4” x 6-7/10” Embroidery Hoop
Fits Models BL137A2, BL137A, INT
The 4” x 6-7/10” (100mm x 170mm) multi-position hoop is an excellent 
go-to for embroidery on most home décor and apparel. There’s also a 
grid to help you precisely align your designs. This hoop is specifically 
made for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits perfectly.

(EF71)
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5” x 7” Embroidery Hoop and Grid  
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLTY, BLJY, BLG3, 
BLG2, BLG, BLL2, BLL, BLPY, BLN
The 5”x 7” (130mm x 180mm) hoop is an excellent go-to for 
embroidery on most home décor and apparel. There’s also a grid to 
help you precisely align your designs. This hoop is specifically made 
for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits perfectly and is recognized by 
machine sensors (on machines with this feature).

(EF75)

5” x 7” Embroidery Hoop and Grid
Fits Models BLR3, BLR2, BLR, BLMR 
The 5”x 7” (130mm x 180mm) hoop is an excellent go-to for 
embroidery on most home décor and apparel. There’s also a grid to 
help you precisely align your designs. This hoop is specifically made 
for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits perfectly.

(EF84)

5” x 12” Embroidery Hoop and Grid 
Fits Models BLR3, BLR2, BLR, BLMR
Some projects are a bit longer than standard hoop sizes; for projects 
needing a little extra room, use the 5”x 12” (130mm x 300mm) 
multi-position hoop. There’s also a grid to help you perfectly align 
your designs. This hoop is specifically made for your Baby Lock 
machine, so it fits precisely.

(EF85)

6” x 6” Embroidery Hoop and Grid
Fits Models BLTY, BLJY, BLPY
The 6” x 6” (150mm x 150mm) hoop fits numerous types of projects, 
but its square shape is especially helpful when adding embroidery to 
quilt blocks. There is also a grid to help you align your designs. 

(BLMA-150)

6-1/4” x 10-1/4” Embroidery Hoop and Grid
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLG3, BLG2, BLG, 
BLL2, BLL, BLN
Some projects are a bit longer than standard hoop sizes; for projects 
needing a little extra room, use the 6-1/4” x 10-1/4” hoop. There’s 
also a grid to help you precisely align your designs. This hoop is 
specifically made for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits perfectly and 
is recognized by machine sensors (on machines with this feature).

(EF81)
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7” x 12” Embroidery Hoop and Grid
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO, BLTY, BLJY, BLG3, 
BLG2, BLG, BLPY
Don’t waste time repositioning your fabric on large projects. Get a 
hoop that can fit it all! The 7”x 12” (180mm x 300mm) hoop is great for 
large projects, and there’s also a grid to help you precisely align your 
designs. This hoop is specifically made for your Baby Lock machine, so 
it fits perfectly and is recognized by machine sensors (on machines with 
this feature).

(EF76)

8” x 8” Embroidery Hoop and Grid
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO
The 8”x 8” (200mm x 200mm) hoop fits numerous types of projects, 
and is particularly useful for embroidery on quilt blocks. There is also a 
grid to help you precisely align your designs. This hoop is specifically 
made for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits perfectly and is recognized 
by machine sensors (on machines with this feature).

(EF91)

8” x 12” Embroidery Hoop and Grid 
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSOG, BLSO
The 8”x 12” (200mm x 300mm) hoop will fit large projects so you don’t 
have to worry about excessive fabric repositioning. It’s perfect for jacket 
backs, large wall hangings and other big projects. There is also a grid 
to help you precisely align your designs. This hoop is specifically made 
for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits perfectly and is recognized by 
machine sensors (on machines with this feature).

(EF92)
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Cutwork Upgrade  
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9 
Quickly and easily create gorgeous cutwork embroidery with your 
multi-needle machine. User-friendly instructions, tutorial videos, four 
specialty cutwork needles and 30 designs help you get started. When 
you’re ready for more, this will upgrade your Palette software to 
version 9.2 to create your own cutwork designs!

(BNCW)

Embroidery Machine Stand 
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, 
BMP9, BMP8, BMP6 and EMP6

Easily embroider your designs by placing your embroidery machine on 
this sturdy stand, which includes wheels for mobility, a basket, and a 
shelf to hold your accessories. Adjust the height 32”- 38”.

(ENSTAND)

Enterprise Upgrade I 
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10 

Keep your Enterprise up-to-date with the latest in embroidery 
technology. The Enterprise Upgrade Kit includes:

positioning on your projects

(BNT10-U)

Koala Embroidery Center Plus IV
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, 
BND9-2, BND9, BMP9, BMP8, 
BMP6 and EMP6

The Koala Embroidery Center Plus IV provides plenty of storage and 
flexibility for even the most compact sewing areas. The adjustable 
shelves, multi-directional door and notion palette give you the
freedom to embroider with the exact storage and surface area 
that you need.

(70450032 in Brazilian 
Cherry and 32” height; see 
your retailer for other color 

and height options.)

Koala Embroidery Center Pro Plus IV
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, 
BND9-2, BND9, BMP9, BMP8, 
BMP6 and EMP6 

The Koala Embroidery Center Pro Plus IV features a large, flexible 
work area to help you achieve your biggest embroidery goals. And 
with large, soft-closing drawers, adjustable shelves, and space for 
the largest frames and smallest notions, everything you need can be 
right at your fingertips.

(70500032 in Brazilian 
Cherry and 32” height; see 
your retailer for other color 

and height options.)
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in the chart on the inside cover..

Embroidery Extension Table 
Fits Models  BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, 
BMP9, BMP8, EMP6
This table is designed to support larger projects and the additional 
weight of heavy fabrics.

(ENTABLE)

Embroidery Cutwork 
Replacement Needle Set 
Fits Models  BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9
Eventually you may need to replace your cutwork needles for the 
Cutwork Embroidery Upgrade. Replace them all at once with this 
convenient set of four needles. Set includes one of each type of 
needle from the Cutwork Embroidery Upgrade.

(BNCW-N)

Embroidery Cutwork  
Replacement Needle #B1 
Fits Models  BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9
When using your Cutwork Embroidery Upgrade, you may find the 
need to replace an individual needle rather than the entire set. Each 
needle type is available individually for quick and easy replacement.

(BNCW-N1)

Embroidery Cutwork  
Replacement Needle #B2 
Fits Models  BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9
When using your Cutwork Embroidery Upgrade, you may find the 
need to replace an individual needle rather than the entire set. Each 
needle type is available individually for quick and easy replacement.

(BNCW-N2)

Embroidery Cutwork  
Replacement Needle #B3 
Fits Models  BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9
When using your Cutwork Embroidery Upgrade, you may find the 
need to replace an individual needle rather than the entire set. Each 
needle type is available individually for quick and easy replacement.

(BNCW-N3)

Embroidery Cutwork  
Replacement Needle #B4  
Fits Models  BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9
When using your Cutwork Embroidery Upgrade, you may find the 
need to replace an individual needle rather than the entire set. Each 
needle type is available individually for quick and easy replacement.

(BNCW-N4)
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4” Round Hoop 
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2
Perfect for embroidering in small areas or round shaped designs. 
This hoop measures 100mm.

(ENRF100)

5” Round Hoop 
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2
Perfect for embroidering in hard to hoop areas or round shaped 
designs. This hoop measures 130mm.

(ENRF130)

6” Round Hoop 
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2
Perfect for embroidering in hard to hoop areas or patch shaped 
designs. This hoop measures 160mm.

(ENRF160)

Round Hoop Set with Holder “C”
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2
Round hoops are perfect for embroidering in hard to hoop areas or 
round shaped designs. Set includes 4”, 5” and 6” round hoops and 
Enterprise frame holder C. 

(ENRFS)

8” x 8” Quilting Frame 
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2
This frame was designed with quilt blocks in mind to give support 
and stability to your square designs. The hoop measures 200mm x 
200mm.

(ENF200)

8” x  14” Hoop
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10
Perfect for embroidering large designs on jacket-backs, quilts, 
or other projects that require extra stability. This hoop measures 
200mm x 360mm.

(ENF360)
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Clamp Frame Set 1
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2
If you frequently add logos, team names and monograms to sports 
apparel and accessories, the Baby Lock Embroidery Clamp Frame Set 
1 will make your life easier. Attach the frame holder to your Baby Lock 
multi-needle embroidery machine, and easily embroider small items, 
tongues of shoes, gloves and more. The clamp frame holds the item 
stable and straight as the machine embroiders.

(ENCLFS1)

Clamp Frame Set 2
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2
Add the Baby Lock Embroidery Clamp Frame Set 2 to your collection 
for easier embroidery on small items, the sides of shoes, hats and more. 
The two frames are angled for more accurate positioning. Baby Lock 
Clamp Frame Set 2 requires Clamp Frame Set 1.

(ENCLFS2) 

Continuous Border Hoop 
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2
Easily embroider continuous designs by gliding fabric through  
the hoop, ensuring design precision and effortless rehooping. A 
100mm x 300mm (4” x 11-3/4”) area can be embroidered with each 
rehooping.

(ENBF)

1-1/2” x 2-3/8” Embroidery Hoop
Fits Models BNT10L,BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9, 
BMP8, EMP6
Small embroidery projects such as children’s clothing, cuffs, and polos 
require a small hoop for the best stability. For these, use the 1-1/2” x 
2-3/8” (40mm x 60mm) hoop. This hoop is specifically made for your 
Baby Lock machine, so it fits perfectly and is recognized by machine 
sensors (on machines with this feature).

(EPF60)

4” x 4” Embroidery Hoop
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9, 
BMP8, BMP6, EMP6
Many embroidery designs fit perfectly in a 4”x 4” (100mm x 100mm) 
hoop making it ideal for many embroidery projects. This hoop is 
specifically made for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits perfectly and is 
recognized by machine sensors (on machines with this feature).

(EPF100)
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5-1/8” x 7-1/8” Embroidery Hoop
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9, 
BMP8, BMP6, EMP6
The 5-1/8”x 7-1/8” (130mm x 180mm) hoop is an excellent go-to for 
embroidery on most home décor and apparel. This hoop is specifically 
made for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits perfectly and is recognized 
by machine sensors (on machines with this feature).

(EPF180)

7-7/8” x 11-3/4” Embroidery Hoop
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9, 
BMP8, BMP6, EMP6
Don’t waste time repositioning your fabric on large projects. Get a 
hoop that can fit it all! The 7-7/8”x 11-3/4” (200mm x 300mm) hoop 
is great for large projects that require extra support. This hoop is 
specifically made for your Baby Lock machine, so it fits perfectly and 
is recognized by machine sensors (on machines with this feature).

(EPF300)

7-7/8” x 11-3/4” Flat Frame Hoop 
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9, 
BMP8, BMP6, and EMP6
Best for large projects like quilts that require extra support.  
This hoop measures 200mm x 300mm.

(BMP-FF)

14” x 14” Jumbo Hoop 
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10
This jumbo hoop is perfect for large projects like jacket backs and 
quilt blocks. The split design function for the jumbo hoop is accessible 
through Palette 9 embroidery software.  
(360mm x 360mm). 

(ENJF)

Cap Frame Hoop Set (EPCF3)
Cap Frame Only (EPCF-B)

Cap Hoop and Cap Set
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, 
BND9-2, BND9, BMP9, BMP8,
BMP6 and EMP6
Embroider caps with speed and ease with this cap frame for your 
multi-needle embroidery machines. This snap-on frame allows you to 
effortlessly embroider along the curve of any cap. With additional cap 
frames, you can save time by having several caps hooped and ready 
to snap-in. 

(EPCF3) - Includes frame, driver and mounting jig. 
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Embroidery Accessories - Multi-Needle

Frame Holder “C”
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2
Designed to attach the 4”, 5”, and 6” round hoops to the Enterprise
and Endurance II.

(ENRF-ARMC)

Tote Bag Frame
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2, BND9, BMP9, BMP8, BMP6, 
and EMP6 
Use these hoops (commonly referred to as “W” hoops due to the 
appearance of the brackets) for hard to reach projects, such as tote 
bags and purses. 

300mm x 200mm Frame (EMP6-300) 
180mm x 100mm Frame (EMP6-180)
100mm x 100mm Frame (EMP6-100) 
60mm x 40mm Frame (EMP6-60)

Wide Cap Frame Set
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10
Embroider the front of a cap from brim to brim with this unique 
specialty frame for the Enterprise. With a wide, curved surface area, 
caps are supported for easy stitching across the entire cap. With 
additional wide cap frames, you can save time by having several caps 
hooped and ready to snap-in. Easily embroider caps up to 14” x 
2-3/8” (360mm x 60mm). Set includes frame, driver and mounting jig. 
Cap Frame only (ENCF).

(ENCFS)
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Embroidery Accessories - Software

No matter what you’d like to achieve with your next design, you’ll find a member of the Designer’s Gallery software 
family that’s ready to help. From fixing puckered designs to organizing your basket of collections, you’ll find a clear 
solution to any design issue - all with unparalleled features and customer support.

Meet the Hardest Working Family in Embroidery

Easily catalog and color sort your designs, 
and change them to and from most 
embroidery formats. Plus, Studio III offers 
basic layout features to enhance your 
embroidery projects.

Effortlessly add digitized lettering to designs 
or create multiple lines of embroidered 
lettering all by itself.

Create multi-line labels with frames of every style, 
using the only software dedicated to embroidered 
labels. Create labels and personalized projects 
using hundreds of font and frame combinations.

Quilt LabelWorks

Effortlessly digitize your favorite art or photos 
using advanced editing capabilities.  View all 
of your editing options in one window and 
see your results instantly.

Digitize your favorite clip art or other images 
with step-by-step instructions. Perfect for 
beginning digitizers.

lite

lite

Create single letter monograms or a full line of 
text. With editing features and hundreds of font 
and embellishment combinations, every 
monogram can uniquely reflect the person it 
represents.

MonogramWorks TM

The most popular features in embroidery 
software have come together in this easy 
editing program. EmbroideryWorks Everyday 
includes all of the tools embroiderers use on a 
daily basis. Now Mac compatible.

This level of EmbroideryWorks includes more 
advanced features for fine-tuning embroidery 
designs. Now Mac compatible.
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Designer’s Gallery Tutorials 
Learn how to get the most out your Designer’s Gallery software with 
tutorial programs. These comprehensive and easy-to-follow lessons 
will take you through the programs step-by-step, and include built-in 
designs you’ll need for each lesson. 

III
EDGMWL)

(STWB-QW)

Designer’s Gallery MasterWorks II 
DVD Workbook 
This comprehensive DVD collection includes 27 easy-to-follow 
lessons covering everything from digitizing basics to time-saving 
secrets. Both beginning digitizers and embroidery experts will 
discover new functions and capabilities of this incredible digitizing 
software!

(STWB-MW2)

Palette™ 9.0
Create and edit embroidery designs with ease using the advanced 
technology of Baby Lock Palette 9 Creative Embroidery software. 
Choose from a variety of layout features and fonts to create truly 
customized embroidery. Palette 9 includes many features to make 
the production of even the largest projects fast and simple, with 
professional results. Several Baby Lock multi-needle machines can 
be linked to Palette 9 at once, allowing you to send designs directly 
and monitor the progress of multiple projects from your computer 
– perfect for businesses. Upgrade for Palette versions 5-8 available. 
(ECS9-U)

(ECS9)

Palette™ Petite
This easy-to-use digitizing software includes the features you need 
to turn clip art into embroidery designs, plus fun options for adding 
letters, editing your design and more. Big ideas come from small 
packages, and Palette Petite will open up a whole new world of 
digitizing your embroidery.

(ECS-E2)

Palette™ PTS
Designed for the embroidery enthusiast who wants an easy method 
to transfer designs to a Baby Lock embroidery machine, Palette PTS 
is a perfect accessory for any sewing room. Use the Palette PTS to 
quickly transfer designs digitized in PES format from your hard drive, 
floppy disks, or CD-ROM to an embroidery card.

(ECS-E1)
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Embroidery Accessories - Stabilizer

Stabilizers
Your love of sewing doesn’t have to stop with your machine. No matter what type or size of embroidery project 
you are creating or what kind of fabric you are using, Baby Lock has a stabilizer that’s perfect for you, including 
20” stabilizer rolls to accommodate today’s largest hoops. 

  CUT-AWAY SOFT
   BLC201 - White (12” x 10 Yd)

BLC201-20  - White (20” x 10 Yd)
BLC202 - Black (12” x 10 Yd)
BLC203 - (12” x 10 Yd)

SUPER STABLE
BLC205 - (12” x 10 Yd)

HYDRO HOLD WATER-
ACTIVATED
BLC307 - White (12” x 10 Yd)

  CUT-AWAY SOFT STITCH FUSIBLE
   COVER UP

BLC601 - White (8” x 5 Yd)

  CUT-AWAY FUSIBLE APPLIQUÉ
BLEX-1112 - White (11” x 5 Yd)

NO-SHOW MESH
BLC301 - White (12” x 10 Yd)
BLC301-20 - White (20” x 10 Yd)
BLC302 - Black (12” x 10 Yd)
BLC303 - Beige (12” x 10 Yd)

NO-SHOW MESH FUSIBLE
BLC304 - White (12” x 10 Yd)
BLC305 - Black (12” x 10 Yd)
BLC306 - Beige (12” x 10 Yd)

*
Cut-Away

Cut-Away

CUT-AWAY STABILIZER
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Embroidery Accessories - Stabilizer

HYDRO MELT TOPPING
BLS400 - Clear (12” x 11 Yd)
BLS400-20 - Clear (20” x 10 Yd)

DISSOLVE-AWAY MESH
BLS500 (12” x 25 Yd)
BLS500-20 (20” x 10 Yd)

DISSOLVE-AWAY MESH  
SELF-ADHESIVE
BLS503 (12” x 10 Yd)

>
Wash-Away

Water Soluble, 
Wash-Away

WATER SOLUBLE STABILIZER

   SHAPE-FLEX™ 
BLFF1510 (15” x 3 Yd

SHAPE-FLEX™ DOUBLE-SIDED FUSIBLE
BLFS1510FUS (15” x 3 Yd)

I
Interfacing

Interfacing

INTERFACING STABILIZER

PRESS-AWAY TOPPING 
BLP-FILM (8” x 10 Yd)Press-Away7

Press-Away

PRESS-AWAY STABILIZER

STICK-TEAR, TEAR-AWAY
BLT102 (12” x 10 Yd)
BLT102-20 (20” x 10 Yd)

TEAR-AWAY FIRM
BLT103 (12” x 10 Yd)
BLT103-20 (20” x 10 Yd)

TEAR-AWAY SOFT
BLT104 (12” x 10 Yd)

FUSIBLE TEAR-AWAY FIRM
BLT105 (12” x 10 Yd)

HYDRO HOLD WATER-ACTIVATED
BLT305 (12” x 10 Yd)

RINSE-AWAY, TEAR-AWAY
BLT110 (12” x 10 Yd)

;>
Rinse-Away
Tear-Away

Rinse-Away, 
Tear-Away

;
Tear-Away

Tear-Away

TEAR-AWAY STABILIZER
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Serger Feet and Attachments – Ovation, Evolution & Evolve
Beading Foot
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8
Serge pearls, piping, cording, and more to the edge of fabric with 
ease and speed. This one-step foot will give all of your surface 
embellishments a professional finish. 

(BLE8-BF)

Belt Loop Binder - 1 1/2” 
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLCS-2, BLCS
Don’t let the name fool you! You’ll have plenty of options with this 
foot. Easily create straps, drawstrings, decorative trim, purse handles 
and of course, belt loops. This binder takes all of the work out of bias 
strips by folding and pressing them for you.

(BLE8-S11)

Belt Loop Binder - 3/4” 
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLCS-2, BLCS
Don’t let the name fool you! You’ll have plenty of options with this 
foot. Easily create straps, drawstrings, decorative trim, purse handles 
and of course, belt loops. This binder takes all of the work out of bias 
strips by folding and pressing them for you.

(BLE8-S12)

Blindhem Foot
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8
Looking for a quick, easy way to make your hems invisible? This foot 
was designed specifically for easily stitching a blindhem. You can also 
use this foot for quick edge stitching along fabric edges. 
 

(BLE8-BLHF)

Clear Foot
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8
This clear foot provides better visibility when attaching ribbon 
and lace or guiding lightweight decorative stitching. The raised 
guidelines on the foot ensure that you stitch with accuracy. This foot 
is perfect for decorative construction. 
 

(BLE8-CLF)

Cording Foot - 5mm
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8
This foot easily serges decorative cording and piping as it finishes the 
seams in one step. It also adds stability as you serge by keeping the 
material flat. 

(BLE8-CF)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Cover Chain Foot
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8
Use the cover/chain stitch foot for better visibility and easier
control for stitching curves or turning tight corners and attaching tape 
and ribbons.

(BLE8-CCF)

Curve Foot
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8
The curve foot is short and has a flat sole, making it a good choice 
for stitching curves and sewing over cross seams. Its short size is also 
good for sewing around cuffs, necklines and children’s wear using 
cover stitches.

(BLE8-CVF)

Double Fold Bias Binder - 28mm
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLCS-2, 
BLCS, BLQK2, BLQK
This conventional binder will double fold and sew bias strips to your 
project in one quick step, using either a chain or cover stitch.

(BLE8-S3)

Double Fold Bias Binder - 36mm
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLCS-2, 
BLCS, BLQK2, BLQK
This conventional binder will double fold and sew bias strips to your 
project in one quick step, using either a chain or cover stitch.
 

(BLE8-S2)

Elastic Foot
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8
Confidently serge elastic by letting this foot take care of all the work. 
This foot provides even tension every time to prevent pulling and 
tugging on the needle. The adjustable guide and tension dial allow 
you to serge elastic with a finished uniform stretch. The guide holes 
also provide control for projects requiring fishing line.

(BLE8-EF)

Fabric Guide
Fits Models BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLCS-2, BLCS
If a precise seam is what you desire, attach the adjustable fabric guide 
to the table of your serger. The guide helps you align your fabric for 
perfect chain and cover stitching every time.  

(BLE8-FG)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.

 Serger Feet
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General Purpose Foot
Fits Models BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8
This presser foot is perfect for all of your everyday serging needs 
using the overlocking stitch and other standard functions. This is 
a great accessory to have on-hand if your serger’s original foot is 
misplaced.

(BLE8-GP)

General Purpose Foot
Fits Model BLES8
This presser foot is perfect for all of your everyday serging needs 
using the overlocking stitch and other standard functions. This is 
a great accessory to have on-hand if your serger’s original foot is 
misplaced.

(BLES8-GP)

Lace Applicator Foot
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8
Serge the finest lace and delicate trims without damaging the header 
of the trim. The adjustable guide will keep your serging accurate as 
well as ensure that your lace stays intact. Your lace projects will be 
finished with an expert look in the exact style you want.

(BLE8-LF)

Pintuck Foot with Guide
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8
Add wonderful tucks to textured fashions with this foot. The two 
included guides will help you create precision pintucking with both 
corded and hollow tucks. Great for both parallel and curved forms. 

(BLE8-PTF)

Plain Hemmer - 1/4” 
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLCS-2, 
BLCS, BLQK2, BLQK
Our plain hemmer attachment was designed to guide the fabric into 
a perfectly straight hem without any pre-project pressing. This foot 
creates a 1/4” hem. You’ll be amazed by the professional results.

(BLE8-S7)

Plain Hemmer - 1/2” 
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLCS-2, 
BLCS, BLQK2, BLQK
Our plain hemmer attachment was designed to guide the fabric into 
a perfectly straight hem without any pre-project pressing. This foot 
creates a 1/2” hem. You’ll be amazed by the professional results. 

(BLE8-S6)

Serger Feet and Attachments – Ovation, Evolution & Evolve

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Quilt Guide 
Fits Model BLES8
The Quilt Guide is great for aligning equally spaced rows of parallel 
cover or chain stitching.

(BLES8-QG)

Ruffling Foot
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8
Easily make and attach ruffles as well as finish your edge in one 
simple step. Add perfectly spaced ruffles to garments, pillows, and 
other home décor items. This ruffling foot works on all fabric types.  

(BLE8-RF)

Single Downturn Feller - 1/4” 
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLCS-2, 
BLCS, BLQK2, BLQK
The single downturn feller turns the fabric downward into a perfectly 
straight single turn hem. You won’t have to press your hems before 
using this feller, making downturn hems easy.

(BLE8-S10)

Single Downturn Feller - 5/8”  
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLCS-2, 
BLCS, BLQK2, BLQK
The single downturn feller turns the fabric downward into a perfectly 
straight single turn hem. You won’t have to press your hems before 
using this feller, making downturn hems easy. 

(BLE8-S8)

Single Downturn Feller - 1” 
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLCS-2, 
BLCS, BLQK2, BLQK
The single downturn feller turns the fabric downward into a perfectly 
straight single turn hem. You won’t have to press your hems before 
using this feller, making downturn hems easy. 

(BLE8-S9)

Single Fold Bias Binder - 28mm
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLCS-2, 
BLCS, BLQK2, BLQK
You will be pleased at how easily this one-step attachment works. 
Our binder will turn the top edge of unfolded bias binding under 
while allowing the lower edge to remain straight, enclosing the edge 
of the fabric. 

(BLE8-S4)

Serger Feet and Attachments – Ovation, Evolution & EvolveSerger Feet and Attachments – Ovation, Evolution & Evolve

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Serger Feet and Attachments – Ovation, Evolution & Evolve
Single Fold Bias Binder - 40mm
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLCS-2, 
BLCS, BLQK2, BLQK
You will be pleased at how easily this one-step attachment works. 
Our binder will turn the top edge of unfolded bias binding under 
while allowing the lower edge to remain straight, enclosing the edge 
of the fabric. 

(BLE8-S5)

Evolution 16 Feet Kit
Fits Models BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8
This kit for your Baby Lock Evolution includes feet & attachments 
to help you expand your creative options. These 16 feet come in a 
convenient carrying case. Kit includes:

(BLE8FTKIT)

Ovation 22 Feet Kit
Fits Model BLES8
This kit for your Baby Lock Ovation includes additional feet & 
attachments to help you expand your creative options. These 22 feet 
come in a convenient carrying case. Kit includes:

(BLES8FTKIT)

Trim Bin for Sergers
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W-2, BLE8W, BLE8, BLE3ATW-2, 
BLE3ATW, BLE1AT-2, BLE1AT, BLE1LX, BLE1DX-2, BLE1DX, 
BLE1SX-2, BLE1SX
The Trim Bin catches fabric scraps as you serge. It’s an easy way to 
keep your sewing space tidy.

(BLTBIN)

   Bias Binder

   Bias Binder

   Bias Binder

   Bias Binder

   Bias Binder

   Bias Binder

   Feller

   Feller

   Feller

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Beading Foot
Fits Models BLE3ATW-2, BLE3ATW, BLE1AT-2, BLE1AT, 
BLE1LX, BLE1DX-2, BLE1DX, BLE1SX-2, BLE1SX
Serge pearls, piping, cording, and more to the edge of fabric with 
ease and speed. This one-step foot will give all of your surface 
embellishments a professional finish.

(BLE-BF)

Blindhem Foot
Fits Models BLE3ATW-2, BLE3ATW, BLE1AT-2, 
BLE1AT, BLE1LX 
Looking for a quick, easy way to make your hems invisible? This foot 
was designed specifically for easily stitching a blindhem. You can also 
use this foot for quick edge stitching along fabric edges. 

(BLE-BLHFS)

Clear Foot
Fits Models BLE1AT-2, BLE1AT, BLE1LX, BLE1DX-2, 
BLE1DX, BLE1SX-2, BLE1SX
This clear foot provides better visibility when attaching ribbon 
and lace, or guiding lightweight decorative stitching. The raised 
guidelines on the foot ensure that you stitch with accuracy. This foot 
is perfect for decorative construction. 

(BLE1AT-CLF)

(BLE3ATW-CLF)Clear Foot Wave
Fits Models BLE3ATW-2, BLE3ATW
This clear foot provides better visibility when attaching ribbon 
and lace, or guiding lightweight decorative stitching. The raised 
guidelines on the foot ensure that you stitch with accuracy. This foot 
is perfect for decorative construction.

Cording Foot - 3mm 
Fits Models BLE3ATW-2, BLE3ATW, BLE1AT-2, BLE1AT, 
BLE1LX, BLE1DX-2, BLE1DX, BLE1SX-2, BLE1SX 
This foot easily serges decorative cording and piping as it finishes the 
seams in one step. It also adds stability as you serge by keeping the 
material flat. 

(BLE-CF3)

Cording Foot - 5mm
Fits Models BLE3ATW-2, BLE3ATW, BLE1AT-2, BLE1AT, 
BLE1LX, BLE1DX-2, BLE1DX, BLE1SX-2, BLE1SX
This foot easily serges decorative cording and piping as it finishes the 
seams in one step. It also adds stability as you serge by keeping the 
material flat. 

(BLE-CF5)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Serger Feet and Attachments
Elastic Foot
Fits Models BLE3ATW-2, BLE3ATW, BLE1AT-2, BLE1AT, 
BLE1LX, BLE1DX-2, BLE1DX, BLE1SX-2, BLE1SX
Confidently serge elastic by letting this foot take care of all the work. 
This foot provides even tension every time to prevent pulling and 
tugging on the needle. The adjustable guide and tension dial allow 
you to serge elastic with a finished uniform stretch. The guide holes 
also provide control for projects requiring fishing line. 

(BLE-EF)

Flat Sole Foot
Fits Models BLE3ATW-2, BLE3ATW
This flat sole foot ensures even stitches, no matter how uneven your
fabric is. Your machine will avoid catching and hesitation when 
crossing seams or decorative threads. This foot is perfect for textured 
fabrics such as burnt-out velvet, heavy fabrics like denim and fleece, 
or projects with multiple layers.

(BLE3ATW-FSF)

Flat Sole Foot
Fits Models BLE1AT-2, BLE1AT, BLE1LX,  
BLE1DX-2, BLE1DX, BLE1SX-2, BLE1SX
This flat sole foot ensures even stitches, no matter how uneven your 
fabric is. Your machine will avoid catching and hesitation when 
crossing seams or decorative threads. This foot is perfect for textured 
fabrics such as burnt-out velvet, heavy fabrics like denim and fleece,  
or projects with multiple layers. 

(BLE-FSF)

General Purpose Foot
Fits Models BLE1AT-2, BLE1AT, BLE1LX, BLE1DX-2, 
BLE1DX, BLE1SX-2, BLE1SX
This presser foot is perfect for all of your everyday serging needs 
using the overlocking stitch and other standard functions. This is a 
great accessory to have on-hand if you’ve misplaced the original 
foot for your serger. 

(BLE-GP)

General Purpose Foot
Fits Models BLE3ATW-2, BLE3ATW
This presser foot is perfect for all of your everyday serging needs 
using the overlocking stitch and other standard functions. This is 
a great accessory to have on-hand if your serger’s original foot is 
misplaced.

(BLE3ATW-GP)

Lace Applicator Foot
Fits Models BLE3ATW-2, BLE3ATW, BLE1AT-2, BLE1AT, 
BLE1LX, BLE1DX-2, BLE1DX , BLE1SX-2, BLE1SX
Serge the finest lace and delicate trims without damaging the header 
of the trim. The adjustable guide will keep your serging accurate as 
well as ensure that your lace stays intact. Your lace projects will be 
finished with an expert look in the exact style you want.

(BLE-LF)

Serger Feet and Attachments

Miscellaneous Feet and Attachments

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Ruffling Foot
Fits Models BLE3ATW-2, BLE3ATW, BLE1AT-2, BLE1AT, 
BLE1LX, BLE1DX-2, BLE1DX, BLE1SX-2, BLE1SX
Easily make and attach ruffles as well as finish your edge in one 
simple step. Add perfectly spaced ruffles to garments, pillows, and 
other home décor items. This ruffling foot works on all fabric types.  

(BLE-RF)

Imagine Feet Kit
Fits Models BLE1AT-2, BLE1AT, BLE1LX, BLE1DX-2, 
BLE1DX, BLE1SX-2, BLE1SX
This kit for your Baby Lock Imagine includes additional feet to help 
you expand your creative options. These 8 feet come in a convenient 
carrying case. Kit includes:

(BLE1AT-FTKIT)

Enlighten Feet Kit
Fits Models BLE3ATW-2, BLE3ATW
This kit for your Baby Lock Enlighten includes additional feet to help 
you expand your creative options. These 8 feet come in a convenient 
carrying case. Kit includes:

(BLE3ATW-FTKIT)

Serger Feet and Attachments

Miscellaneous Feet and Attachments

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Accessory Adaptor
Fits Models BLCS-2, BLCS
This adaptor raises optional accessory attachments to the proper 
height and alignment for use on the Baby Lock Cover Stitch 
machine.

(BLCS-AA)
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Miscellaneous Feet and Attachments

Accessory Kit
Fits Models BLQK2, BLQK
This set of accessory attachments will change the way you use your 
machine. Try new techniques and discover creative opportunities you 
didn’t realize were possible. These 6 attachments come in a sturdy, 
zippered, canvas bag with an extra latch wire, too!

Kit includes:

(BLQK-ACCKT)

   Feller

   Feller

   Feller

   Guide

   Wire

Blind Hem Foot
Fits Model BL480A 
One foot for both blind hemming and attaching lace. On the blind 
hem, the hem is trimmed, serged and sewn in one operation. This 
foot is also useful for sewing lace together or sewing lace borders 
onto a project and even-width flatlocking.

(BL480A-BLHF)

Braiding Guide 
Fits Models BLQK2, BLQK
Small braids can be guided in front of the foot and stitched down by 
the machine, much like a braiding foot. Perfect for small, flat trims 
and braids.

(BLQK-BG)

Clear Foot
Fits Models BLCS-2, BLCS
This clear foot provides better visibility when attaching ribbon and 
lace or guiding lightweight decorative serging. The raised guidelines 
on the foot ensure that you stitch with accuracy. This foot is perfect 
for decorative construction. 

(BLCS-CLF)

Clear Foot
Fits Model EMB7
This clear-view cloth presser provides excellent visibility and stability
while embellishing. This is the perfect replacement foot for the EMB7. 
 

(EMB7-CLF)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Miscellaneous Feet and Attachments

Cording Foot
Fits Model BL480A
This special sewing foot is used for sewing decorative cording and 
piping as it finishes the seam in one operation.

(BL480A-CF)

Double Fold Bias Binder  
Knit/Woven - 8mm
Fits Models BLCS-2, BLCS
This double fold bias binder will turn fabric strips into binding and 
attach it to project edges all in one step. This attachment is exclusively 
for the Cover Stitch machine and is perfect for curved edges, collars, 
and necklines on knit or woven fabrics.

(BLCS-DFBB8)

Double Fold Bias Binder  
Knit/Woven - 10mm
Fits Models BLCS-2, BLCS
This double fold bias binder will turn fabric strips into binding and 
attach it to project edges all in one step. This attachment is exclusively 
for the Cover Stitch machine and is perfect for curved edges, collars, 
and necklines on knit or woven fabrics.

(BLCS-DFBB10)

Double Fold Bias Binder  
Knit/Woven - 15mm
Fits Models BLCS-2, BLCS
This double fold bias binder will turn fabric strips into binding and 
attach it to project edges all in one step. This attachment is exclusively 
for the Cover Stitch machine and is perfect for curved edges, collars, 
and necklines on knit or woven fabrics.

(BLCS-DFBB15)

Elastic Foot
Fits Model BL450
This foot provides even tension every time to prevent pulling and 
tugging on the needle. The adjustable guide and tension dial allow 
you to serge elastic with a finished uniform stretch. 

(BL450-EF)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Elastic Foot
(BL480A-EF) Fits Model BL480A
This special serger foot is for sewing on elastic. In the same 
operation, the fabric is trimmed, serged and gathered by the 
constriction of the elastic tape.

(BL480A-EF)

General Purpose Foot
Fits Model BL480A
The serger has the convenience of a snap-on presser foot. The raised 
markings on the toe of the foot are seam line guides. They indicate 
the needle positions to help guide your fabric for accurate seaming.

(BL480A-GP)

General Purpose Foot 
Fits Models BLCS-2, BLCS 
This presser foot is perfect for all of your everyday needs using the 
Cover Stitch machine. This is a great accessory to have on-hand if 
your machine’s original foot is misplaced.

(BLCS-GP)

General Purpose Foot
Fits Models BLQK2, BLQK
This foot is perfect for all of your machine’s standard functions and a 
great accessory to have on-hand if your original foot is misplaced.

(BLQK-GP)

Latch Wire
Fits Models BLQK2, BLQK
The latch wire is located in the front of the needle which slides in the 
needle groove in order to open and close the eye of the needle. The 
latch wire plays an important role for creating stitches.

(BLQK-LW)

Pintuck Foot With Guide 
Fits Models BLCS-2, BLCS
Add wonderful tucks to textured fashions with this foot. The two 
included guides will help you create precision pintucking with both 
corded and hollow tucks. Great for both parallel and curved forms. 
This foot was created for the Cover Stitch machine.

(BLCS-PTF)

Miscellaneous Feet and Attachments Miscellaneous Feet and Attachments

Bobbins & Needles

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Miscellaneous Feet and Attachments

Bobbins & Needles

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.

Ruffling Foot
Fits Model BL480A
This serger foot is used for joining two pieces of fabric while ruffling 
the bottom layer in one easy operation.

(BL480A-RF)

Taping Foot
Fits Model BL480A
This specialty serging foot is for sewing on tapes. When a tape is 
sewn into the seam on stretch materials such as knitwear this will 
prevent the seams from stretching out of shape. This foot can also be 
used for applying narrow ribbon or trims.

(BL480A-TF)

Bobbins - Class 15 
Fits Groups B, C, H, G
Multiple bobbins are perfect for projects with many thread colors or 
for simple convenience. Sold in packs of 12.

(BLG-BOB)

Bobbins - Class L-Plus 
Fits Model BLSN
Multiple bobbins are perfect for projects with many thread colors or 
for simple convenience. Sold in packs of 12.

(BLSN-BOB)

Bobbins - M Class 
Fits Models BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Multiple bobbins are a perfect timesaver for quilting projects with 
many thread colors. Sold in packs of 3.

(BLJ-BOB)

Bobbins - Type L
Fits Groups A and B, Models BLQ2, BLQ2-PL, ESI 
and ESI2
Multiple bobbins are perfect for projects with many thread colors or 
for simple convenience. Sold in packs of 12.

(ESG-BOB)
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Bobbins & Needles
Metal Bobbins  
Fits Models BL500A, BLQP, BNT10L, BNT10, BND9-2,
BND9, BMP9, BMP8, BMP6, and EMP6
Multiple bobbins are perfect for projects with many thread colors or 
simply for convenience. Sold in packs of 12. 

(BMP-BOB)  

Pre-wound Bobbins 
Fits Models BL500A, BLQP, BNT10L, BNT10, 
BND9-2, BND9, BMP9, BMP8, BMP6, and EMP6 
Save time by keeping pre-wound bobbins on hand. Box of 144.  

(91961-W white) 
(91961-B black)

Pre-wound Bobbins - M Class  
Fits Models BLCJ18, BLJ18
Save time by keeping pre-wound bobbins on hand. 
Polyester thread. Sold in bags of 12.

 (M12-COLOR# 36 
assorted colors)

Pre-wound Bobbins - M Class  
Fits Models BLCJ18 and BLJ18
Save time by keeping pre-wound bobbins on hand. 

(S46-COLOR#)
36  assorted colors

Bobbin Work Creative Accessory Kit
By placing thick threads in the bobbin case and sewing wrong side up, 
eye-catching textures can be created with the bobbin instead of the 
traditional needle and thread. 
Kit includes:

(BLBW-CK)

Embroidery Professional Bobbin Winder 
Fits Models BNT10L, BNT10, BND9, BMP9, BMP8, BMP6, 
EMP6, BL500A, and BLQP
This accessory is for the multi-needle and straight stitch machines. 
It includes 5 empty metal bobbins to wind with the thread color of 
your choice. 

(EPBW1)

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Bobbins & Needles

Extension Tables

Find your machine model number and/or group letter 
in the chart on the inside cover.
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Embellisher Needles
Fits Models EMB12-2, EMB12, EMB7
Special barbed needles mesh fabrics together. Specifically for 
the Baby Lock Embellisher machine. Sold in packs of 10.

(EMB7N)

Crown Jewel Needles
Fits Models BLCJ18 and BLJ18
(134FG-100) - Size 16, 134R system, slight ball point, Groz-Beckert
 (134FG-110) - Size 18, 134R system, slight ball point, Groz-Beckert
 (134FG-125) - Size 20, 134R system, slight ball point, Groz-Beckert
Sold in packs of 10.

Sashiko Needles
Fits Models BLQK2, BLQK
Special needles create the perfect hand-stitched look on the 
Sashiko machine. 2 per pack.

(BLQK-N)

Extension Tables 
Instantly create a larger sewing surface with an extension table. These 
tables keep your fabric level, giving you better control when handling 
a variety of projects.   

   Table size: 16” x 23-3/4” (BLSO-ET)

 Unity (BLTY), Crescendo (BLCR) Table size: 25” L x 16” W (BLMA-ET) 
3 (BLG3, BLG2, BLG), with Free Motion Grip fits Ellageo 

  (BLL2, BLL) and Esante (BLN). Table size: 22” L x 16” W (BLG-ET)

Decorator’s Choice (BLDC2) and Crafter’s Choice (BLCC2). Table size: 18 
1/4” L x 10 7/8” W (BLR-ET) 

   Table size: 18 5/16” L x 9” W (BLDC-ET)

   Table size: 17 1/8” L x 10 7/8” W (BL40-ET)

Table size: 24” L x 18” W (BLQK-ET)

Table size: 24” L x 18” W (BLES8-ET)

Bobbins 
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Trolleys & Covers
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Baby Lock Machine Cover
Fits Models BLSN, BLQ2-PL, BLQK2, and BLQK 
Protect your machine from dust and store it in style with this attractive 
machine cover. 

Dimensions: 20” x 8” x 12.5”

(BL-COVER) 

Baby Lock Premium Trolley
Fits Model BLCR
Protect your machine no matter where you go with the Baby Lock 
Premium Trolley. This padded bag comes with heavy duty handles, 
straps and zippers so your machine is protected no matter where 
you take it. Plus, it’s on wheels so traveling is a breeze.

Internal Dimensions: 23.75” x 13.75” x 13.75”

(MR4688.T.BK)

Baby Lock Premium Trolley Bag Set
Fits Models BLSOG2, BLSO
Features padded side walls to protect your contents, and the trolley 
features a reinforced steel inner frame for additional support and 
protection. Heavy duty handles, straps and zippers make packing and 
unpacking a snap, and the telescoping lockable handle allows you to 
comfortably navigate any situation. Set includes the premium trolley 
and embroidery unit bag.

Internal Dimensions: 23.75” x 13.75” x 13.75” 

(MR4688.2.BK) 

Baby Lock Roller Tote Bags
Protect your Baby Lock machine and travel in style. Now you can 
easily bring your machine to classes and other sewing events with 
these rolling totes.  

(NOT PICTURED)

GHI-BLCA2 Internal Dimensions: 21” x 10” x 14”  (NOT PICTURED)

                                      17.5” x 3.5” x 12.5”

GHI-BLST Internal Dimensions: 15.25” x 14.25” x 13.5”



Trolleys & Covers
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Inspirational Guides and Tutorials

 
(STWB-BLDC2)

 
 

 

 
 
 

(STWB-BLQ2)

(STWB-EDGQW)
 

(STWB-BLSGACC)
 

(STWB-BLSMACC)

Inspirational Guides
Let your new machine inspire you with Inspirational Guides from 
Baby Lock. Explore all the techniques your Baby Lock machines 
and Designer’s Gallery Software have to offer, with projects, tips 
and more. Visit your local Baby Lock Retailer to find out if one is 
available to complement your Baby Lock machines and software. 

Ovation Trolley
Fits Models BLES8, BLE8W, BLE8, BLE3ATW-2, 
BLE3ATW, BLE1AT-2, BLE1AT, BLE1LX, BLE1DX-2, BLE1DX, 
BLE1SX-2, BLE1SX
Protect your serger while on the go with this Baby Lock trolley bag. 
The adjustable handle makes it easy to take your serger to classes or 
on the road.

(BLTBIN)
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Sew at Home Learning Guides
(SAH, SAH-QTY1)
Sew at Home Learning Guides are comprehensive printed versions 
of the online classes. Make your way through each lesson at your 
own pace with large screenshots and detailed steps. 

Sew at Home Online Classes
(SAH, SAH-QTY1)
Sew at Home is education tailored to sewing enthusiasts, covering 
everything from the basics of software to specialized sewing machine 
techniques. 

Sew at Home Interactive Online Classes give you a classroom-like 
experience in the comfort of your home. A trained educator will 
take you through lessons step-by-step, stopping for questions and 
repeating things you didn’t understand the first time. 

Sew at Home OnDemand Classes are perfect for sewing enthusiasts 
on-the-go. Choose from pre-recorded classes on topics that matter 
to you, and enjoy 96 hours of unlimited viewing after starting the first 
class. 

Inspirational Guides and Tutorials
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Gold Standard Program
Now getting your dream machine means getting a dream team, too.

When you purchase select Baby Lock machines, you have the option of adding the Baby Lock Gold Standard 
Program, a 3-year program that provides service for your machine and assistance for you. 

The Gold Standard Program is our comprehensive care promise that allows you to sew with the knowledge 
that Baby Lock is always there to support you.

The Gold Standard program is  available on these Baby Lock machines:

3 (BLG3)
2 (BLG2)

Inspirational 
G
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Baby Lock and its independent Retailer network are committed to sewers like you. By providing 
the highest quality products and services not available through mass retailers, Baby Lock and 
its retailers can meet your sewing needs better than anyone else.

Whether you’re looking for product information or a recommendation on your next  machine, 
you can count on Baby Lock Retailers to help you select the sewing machines that best fit your 
needs. Well-trained on the Baby Lock line, these retailers can guide you through the features 
and innovations that make sewing so much fun.

After your purchase, depend on your Baby Lock Retailer for the training and support needed 
to get the most out of your machine. If you want to learn more about a new technique, search 
out that perfect notion, or share an idea with someone, your Baby Lock Retailer will be there 
for you.

As a beginning or experienced sewer, you will find Baby Lock and its independent retailers to 
be the most complete source anywhere for service, assistance, accessories, and classes. So, be 
sure to visit a Baby Lock Retailer to learn about all the wonderful Baby Lock products that will 
bring your love of sewing to life.

Baby Lock
retailer commitment


